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The First Submerged 
Repeater' 

U.D.C. 621.395.645: 621.315.28 

R. J. HALSEY, B.Sc.(En:.). A.C.G.I., D.l.C., A.M.1.E.E., and 
W. T. DUERDOTH, B.SC.(Eng.), D.F.H., A.M.l.E.E. 

Hltberto it has not been considered practicable to include amplifiers at points between the shore terminals of submarine cables 
and this has placed severe restrictions on the economy of utilisation of such cables. A submerged repeater, believed to be 
the first ever includ�d in a working cable system, was laid by the British Post Office in June, 1943 ; its construction and 

operation arc described. 
• 

Jnlroduction. 
• 

M

ODERN technique in submarine cable tele
phony has been described in an earlier article. 
in this Journal.2 Briefly, it consists of pro

viding an efficient coaxial cable bet,veen the shore 
terminal stations and operating it at frequencies up 
to that corresponding to the limit of permissible 
attenuation. Transmission is at a higl� level and 
reception 1nay be as lo\V as about -80 db. \Vithout 
compandors or -107 db. with compandors (Post 
Office noise limits). Further substantial progress 
depends mainly on the development of suitable 
submerged repeaters \Vhich \Vill enable circuit pro
vision to be made on a basis similar to that usual 
on land. Plans for trans-i1tlantic cables on these 
lines were described by Dr. 0. E. Buckley in the 
thirty-third l{elvin Lecturc3; such a project \VOuld 
involve repeater units subject to an external hydro
static pressure of 2·5 tons/sq. in. and .D.C. supply 
voltages of the order of 2,000 V at each end of the 
cables, with separate cables for the t\vo directions of 
transmission. '\Vhilc this ambitious project is still in 
embryo, the British Post Office has constructed and 
laid a very different type of submerged repeater in the 
Irish Sea. This is quite unsuitabJe for trans-oceanic 
use; the maximum depth of \vater in \Vhich it can be 
laid is about 200 fathoms and it is intended for use 
on the Continental shelf only. 

The cable in which the repeater has been included 
has a length of 43·9 nautical miles (n.m.) between 
the shore stations (referred to as A and B) 
and is a link in a more complex scheme. STATION A 
The attenuation is sho\vn in Fig. J, and 
prior to the insertion of the repeater the 
maximum frequency \vhich could be 
opCrated \Vithout compri.ndors \Vas about 
250 kc/s. It \Vas originally planned to 
transmit the frequency band 12-108 kc/s 
(24 channels) from A to B_ and !��228 

1 The text of this article is partly taken !ron1 '" 9 >.c/s � 
a paper,·· )[odern Subma.rine C.'\ble Telephony and 
the Use of Su bmergcd Rcpl'atcrs, '' read by one of 
the authors before the l11stitution of Eh:ctrical 

Enginoers on :\Iay l l.th, 1 ll-1·1. 

i J>.O,E.E.J., Vol. 35, pp. 70 an�I 121. 

-·,.'•].J.E.E., Vol. 89, Part 1, p. 4;"1. 
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kc/s from B to A, and this system is in service. 
With the addition of the repeater, it will now 
transmit the frequency band 36-228 kc/s (48 
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channels) from B to A without amplification in 
the submerged repeater and 312-504 kc/s from 
A to B with gains of 57 arid 70 db. at 312 and 504 kc/s 
respectively. . Circuits will be provided by standard 
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primary super-group equipment (i.e. 312--552 kc/s), 
one group (504-552 kc/s) being omitted. The primary 
super-group will be transmitted directly from A to 
B and translated into the band 36--228 kc/s, in 

.STATION A REPEATER STATIONS 

FIG. 3.-LEVEL DIAGRAM. 

the other direction using a super-group carrier of 
540 kc/s. A block s�hem":tic d!agram of the submarln:e 
cable section is shown m Fig. 2. The repeater. 1s 
laid in about 35 fathoms of water corresponding to 
a pressure of 93 lb./sq. in. and is located 24·9 n.m. 
from A and 19·0 n.m. from B. (The level diagrams 
for the two directions of transmission after inserting 
the repeater are given in Fig. 3.) 

. MECH�NICAL. ARRANGEMENT OF REPEATER 
Repeaters· laid in shallow waters can be lowered 

on a rope and at no time need the weight be taken 
by the cable. In deep water this is not possible and 

Figs: 4 and 5. The electrical equipment is containe 
in an inner- brass cylind&r 4 ft: long and 13 ins. dia
meter. This is sealed but is not intended to withstand 
the water pressure ; it will prevent damage to the 
equipment if a small quantity of water enters the 
outer case. The pressure chamber is built up with 
welded steel plates i in. thick and is 5 ft. long and 

. 14 ins. internal diameter. Both cables enter this 
chamber through glands in the base plate which is 
bolted to the pressure unit by sixteen one-inch dia
meter bolts, a paragutta ring being fitted fa·a groove 

. as packing. 
A jointing chamber 3 ft. long and open to the sea 

is attached to the base plate and, at its far end, 
carries �onica! clamps (Fig.· 4) for making off the 
armouring wires; within this chamber the centre 
conductors of the cables proper are jointed to the 
paragutta stub cables, the outer conductors being 
made continuous and clamped under the gunmetal 
cones which maintain the coaxial structure right 
up to the glands. The cone bolts have paragutta 
washers to minimise electro-chemical corrosion at 
these points. Paragutta " puddings " are moulded 
on to the stub cables to act as gland stuflings. Inside 
the-pressure chamber the cables pass through water
tight brass ferrules to the inner container. The 
case is heavily galvanised and the inner surface is 
sprayed black to facilitate the outward transmission 
of heat. 

The inner assembly (Fig. 6) is mounted on four 
! in. diameter longitudinal steel rods bet\veen cast 

'gunmetal end plates. The ends of the four rods 
are bolted to a sub-plate which is aligned on studs 
in the main base plate of the outer casing, so that 
a spigot at the far end ol the inner cylinder engages 
with a· socket at the end of the pressure chamber._ 
The brass inner cylinder is soldered to the end 
plates of the assembly ; it is lilleol with dry nitrogen 
and sprayed black. 

FIG. 4.---CABLE ENTRY FOR SUBMERGED REPEATER. 

the repeater must be laid as an integral part of 
the cable. For the present purpose, weight is not 
of great importance and may in fact be helpful 
in reducing movement ·due to tides and storms. 
No attemP,t has been made, therefore, to minimise 
the weight of the unit, which is about 18 cwt. in air. 
.The oonstruction of the repeater case is shown in 

34. 

The filter components are carried on circular 
discs attached to the four rods and· spaced by steel 
tubes; other components, including valves, relays, 
etc., which are less robust, are mounted on a chassis 
which is attached to two of the above discs by 
" Meta!astik " supports. The sprung chassis has 
about 1 in. freedom of movement in all directions. 



The repeater was d�igned to withstand a pressure 
of about. I.OOO lb./sq. m. and before final assembly 
was subjected· for one month to a pressure of 
500

. 
lb./sq. in. (equivalent to 187 fathoms) ; there was 

no ingress of -water. 

ELECTRICAL ARRANGEMENT OF REPEATER. 

Commercial types of valves are used in the 
amplifier and, to ensure a reasonable life, .each of 
the three stages has three alternative valves, any 
of which can be brought into circuit by D.C. switching 
controlled from A. D.C. power for the amplifier is 
supplied over the cable from B. · 

The frequency band below ·22s kc/s is transmitted 
freely through the low-pass filter, whereas that ab!Jve 
312 kc/s is qirected by the high-pass filters through 
the amplifier. This has negative feedback amounting 
to about 28 db. at all working frequencies and the 
gain-frequency characteristic is primarily deter
mined by a network in the feedback circuit. 
Valves. 

No suitable valves are available in this country 
having a probable life much in excess of 20,000 hours 
and the production of such valves must, of necessity, 
be a long term development. It was therefore decided 
to use the best type of commercial valve available, 
as determined by existing. life-test data, and to fit 
alternative valves in each ·amplifier stage. 

The valves used are V.T. 200 (Mazda S.P. 41. 
6·3 V, 0·63 A) selected from a hatch of 100 after 
ageing tests lasting about 200 hours. The three 
working valves have their heaters in series, and, 
when run at a current of 0·63 A, the heater voltage 
is always between 6·15 and 6·45 V, which has been 
proved satisfactory on life test ; the anode voltage 
is about 150 V. Thirty-two valves from the same 
batch have been subjected to life test under working 
voltages and after 16,000 hours they are all ser.vice
able. If the probable life of each valve is assumed to 

F1G. 5.-0uTER CASE 01• SueMERGilD Ritrl!ATER. 

be 20,000±5,00 0 hours with 50% confidence, the 
probable life of the amplifier is 49,000±7,000 hours 
with 50 %·confidence, i.e .. about 5 years. 

Power Supply. 

The power supply for the amplifier is by D.C. 
from B, where the current into the cable is regulated 
at 0·63 A ; the voltage applied to the cable is 
about 230 V, the conductor resistance being 2·28 
O/n.m. The advantages an.d disadvantages of 
D.C. as compared with 50 c/s are shown in the 
following table :-

Advantages of D.C. 

(a) line attenuation is low.et 

(b) Filtration of power 
supply in repeater is 
simple.· 

(c) Audio frequency circuit 
can ·be more readily 
operated. 

(d) Switchingismore easily 
effected. 

(e) No check back of volt
. age at the repeater is 

necessary. 
· (f) The valve manufac

turer expects a longer 
·effective life with D.C. 

Disadvantages of D.C. 

(a) ·Dissipation of power 
in the repeater is high 
with standard 6 3. V 
valves. 

(b) Valve heaters must be 
run ·in series. 

(c} Care must be taken to 
ensure that electroly
tic corrosion does not 
occur at inac.cessible 
points. 

Corrosion of the cable with D.C. feed is avoided 
by connecting the negative supply to the central 
conductor and the positive supply to an earth plate 
in the sea at some distance from the cable entry; 

any corrosion will then take place at 
the earth plate. 

Switching and Alarm System. 
The principles followed in the valve 

switching and alarm systems are as 
follows:- · 

(a) a minimum of apparatus is 
located in the repeater, 

(b) the factor of safety of apparatus 
in the repeater is high, 

(c) where possible, s w i t c h ing 
apparatus in the repeater is 
normally in a non-excited 
condition. 

· 

Only those valves actually in use have 
their heaters energised, the appropriate 
connections being made by a uniselec
tor on the amplifier chassis; this has 
the advantage over relays that it is 
not normally energised. The contacts 
and wipers are chromium plated and 
no brushes are fitted., i.e., the wipers 
merely, interconnect contacts on 
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difierent banks. Another uniselector at the control 
station follows the operation of that in the repeater 
and records its setting. 

In aQdition to the 'J:i possible heater combinations, 
the uniselectors also provide facilities for modified 
open- and short-circuit cable tests from B. Open
circuit tests from the control station A can be made 
at any time as long as the alarm condition does not 
exist ; · short-circuit tests can be made from A if 
the alarm condition is set up by disconnecting the 
power at B. At each end an open-circuit test will 
include the insulation of certain repeater com
ponents . and a short-circuit test will include the 

• resistance of a choke or relay. 
\Vhen the selected valve-heaters are energised, 

. associated series relays ope\ate to connect the cor
responding grids and anodes. The relays in tl�e heater 

, __ 

During the period required for re-heating the valves, 
the required conditions exist and by presetting the 
con�r�ls the uniselectors will step to the desired 
position. 

The three anode circuit relays are Carpenter 
precision relays having mechanically balanced arma
tures. The operating and releasing currents are 
independent of the orientation of the relay-a very 
necessary requirement in this instance. Polarising 
windings are used to obtain the required marginal 
operation. These relays operate with a very small 
armature movement, but a high contact pressure 
is developed even when the current has exceeded 
the operating value by only a small amount. 

At the control station A the switching con
trol is so arranged that on receipt of the 
alarm condition- a D.C. earth at "the repeater, 

which allows a line current of about 
10 mA D.C. to flow from A - the 
valve combination can be changed by 

Frc. 6.-INNER AssE�IBLY OF SUBMERGED R&PEATER. 

increasing the line current to 80 mA. 
This may be effected either manually 
or automatically. To allow adequate 
time for the valve heaters o{. the new 
combination of valves to warm up, 
thermal delay relays are fitted and a 
minimum time of 1 minute elapses 
between successive stepping of the uni
selcctors. If, however, it is desired to 
select rnpidly one particular position, 
e.g. one of the test positions, facilities 
are provided for disconnecting the 
thermal delay relays. Three lamps on 
the control panel at A indicate repeater 
failure, power failure and waiting 
(thermal relay) conditions respectively. 
A 29-point switch enables any desired 
combination to be set up, and associated 
lamps indicate the actual position of 

circuits of the working valves are normally operated, 
but a failure affects onlv the associated valve. The 
relay springs are screened and operated by glass 
push rods ; they introduce direct grid-anode capaci
tance of only 0·005 µµF. The contacts arc platinum, 
carry direct current for "wetting" and are adjusted 
to a minimum pressure .of 50 grams. Switching of 
the valve electrodes is preferred to permanent 
parallel connections since the total capacitance is 
lower and risk of complete failure to electrode con
tacts is largely eliminated. All cathode:; and screen 
grids are permanently connected. The screen grids 
of the first two stages are connected through large 
series resistaru:es so that a short-circuit can be tolera
ted ; those of the output valves are wired through 
" Microfuses" operating at JO mA, high series 
re.c;istors not being practicable. 

An alarm condition is set up when the anode 
current in any stage falls to about half its normal 
value and the switching circuit is so arranged that 
it is not possible to change the valve combination 
unless such a eondition exists ; this is done to 
preyent mis-operation of the equipment. IC it is 
deslt'ed to operate the switching when there is no 
real �ult, an .effective fault condition can be set up 
by disconnecting the power supply for a few minutes. 
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the terminal unisclector. The 29 positions corres
pond to the 27 valve combinations,. open-circuit 
test and short-circuit test and an extra lamp 
indicates when the uniselector is passing over 
spare positions. 

A simplified diagram of the switching and alarm 
circuit is shown in Fig . . 7. An alarm is given by the 
release of an anode relay (PA, PB or PC in Fig. 8) 
which closes a circuit thrpugh relay R in the repeater 
and causes D.C. to flow from the battery at the 
'control station A via both windings of relay AL and 
the cable. Thus current operates relay AL but is 
insufficient to operate refay R. 

When manual control is in operation key K2 
is thrown momentarily to the start position on 
receipt of an alarm and causes relay XA to operate. 
This relay operates relay B and also cuts out the 
high resistance winding of relay AL ; an increased 
current flows over the cable and causes relay R at 
the repeater to operate. Rl con'nects power (fed to 
the repeater over the other cable from station B) to 
the uniselector magnet, the interrupter springs of 
which open, allowing relay X to operate in series 
with the magnet. Relay X causes relay R to release, 
which in turn de-energises the magnet coil, causing 
the uniselector to step once. This causes a fresh 



combination of valves to be selected. Relay X then 
releases after a short lag. 

During the time when relay X in the repeater is 
operated the alarm earth is removed from the cable 

Should the fresh combination of valves not be 
satisfactory, the alarm condition · will again be 
passed to Station A and the attendant, by throwing 
key K2 again to the start position, can reset the above 

series of operations. Alterna-
- 10.srATION 8) tively key -K2 can be thrown lh-E=-(POWER SUPPU' to the locking " aUtom3.tic " 

SUBMERGED REPr.ATER 

position when the cycle of 
operations will automatically be 
repeated until a satisfactory 
combination of valves is found. 
Under these conditions, however, 
it is necessary to distinguish 
between a genuine repeater 
failure and an alarm due to 
failure of the power supply from 
station B. Additional relays 
(including G) operated by a 
power failure alarm direct from 
station B are fitted at station A 
for this purpose. . An audio 
frequency speaker circuit is also 
provided between the two ter
minals for maintenance purposes. 

FIG. 7.-5\VITCHING CIRCUIT, 

and this allo\vs relay AL at the shore end to restofe 
and to release in turn relays XA and B, the latter after 
a short lag. During the slow release period of relay B 
the magnet of the shore end uniselector is energised 
and en release the uniselector makes one step to 
foijo\v the movement of the repeater uniselector. 
Relay D was also energised in series with "the driving 
magnet and in turn operates the thermal relay T, 
the contact of which does not open for at least one 
minute to release relay D. During this period contact 
D3 prevents further circuit operation and allows 
the fresh combination of valves in the repeater 
to heat up. 

Facilities are also provided to 
enable the . uniselector in the 
repeater to be·stepped-rapidly to 

any selected position. The required position is marked 
on one bankof the shore uniselector by the 29-position 
switch. On receipt of the alarm signal from the 
repeater, key Kl is thrmyn, extending an earth to 
the selected bank contact and also short-circuiting 
contact D3, thus rendering the delay of the thermal 
relay ineffective. The stepping action of the re
peater uniselector, followed by that of the shore 
uniselector, then continues until the marked con
tact is reached, \Vhen relay H operates and prevents 
further circuit operations. 
Amplifier. · 

The circuit of the amplifier is. shown in Fig. 8. 

I , .. ·1 l_ • •  ; 

Ll--+-ni� ;J 
vc 

:�:: 1 

"'-
FIG. 8.-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT. 

ALTEANATlVE VALVES 
NOT SHOWN 
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.The interstage couplmgs give the rising gain charac
teristic required in the forward path. Every valve 
has its own coupling network ; this enables the grid 
coilnections of the last two stages to be switched at 
points where anode current from the previous valve 
is present. For the first stage an independent 
" wetting " current is provided for the grid-relay 
contacts. 

Both the input and output transformers are 
designed ·as filter sections ; in the output circuit 
two impedance-transforming sections are used to 
utilise the leakage inductance and circuit capacitance 
to maxinium advantage and to enable a transformer 
having a lower impedance ratio to be used. The 
input transformer operates between 52 
and 10,000 n impedances, the output net
work between 17 ,500 and 52 n ; the return 
Joss is always greater than 20 db. at " 
\VOrking frequencies. 

The main feedback is from the cathode �, 
circuit of the output stage to that of i 
the input stage and includes the network 2 

�· necessary to give the required overall gain-
5 

0 
...--

0 

0 

0 

0 

• j 

. 
• 

frequency characteristic in the working • 

range. \\7ith the interstage couplings !< • 
and the input and output circuits this � 
network also determines the cut-off �, 
characteristics above and below the work -���-J, 8ANDI ;; 

"' �' 

amplified path in the repeater in the event of water 
entering the inner cylinder and to allow 24 circuits 
to be operated as in the original scheme. This in
volved filling the sections containing the filters 
with paraffin wax. In future models, if confidence 
in the construction· is established, this measure will 
probably be omitted. 

ELECTRICAL. PERFOR?IJANCE OF 'REPEATER. 
Gai11 of Amplifier. 

The gain of the amplifier measured between 
52 0 impedances is shown in Fig. 9. Negative 
feedback amounting to 22 db. is applied from the 

FILTCR ,o,TT[NUAT!ON 
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ing band and hence the margin of 
stability against oscillation. The impe
dance in the cathode circuit of the output 
valve also causes local negative feedback FIG. 9.-FILTER LOSSES AND AMPLIFIER GAIN. 

within this stage. 
The effect of series negative feedback is to add 

to the already high impedance of the output valve 
and so, because the amplifier works into a filter which 
must be correctly terminated, the anode circuit of 
the output valve is loaded with matching resistance. 

The mechanical layout of the amplifier is arranged 
to minimise stray, couplings and shunt capacitance. 

Quality of Compo11ents. 
Commercial types of components have b,een used 

throughout where possible. Where a component 
failure is equivalent to the failure of only one valve, 
high quality components have not been usea, but 
special attention has been given to selection and 
testing ; where a fault could cause failure of the 
complete· repeater generously rated components 
have been fitted. For "example, capacitors in the 
power filter are oil-filled with a working rating of 
750 V ; oil-filled capacitors are also used at vital 
points in the amplifier itself. Simple chassis-mounting 
valve holders are fitted, but the valve pins are 
soldered into the sockets. 

For the directional filters, clamped mica capacitors 
and small air-cored toroidal inductors are used. 
The latter have Q-factors of the order of 200 at the 
important frequencies. . 

Compounding of Filters. 
Although it is considered that the precautions 

taken to prevent ingress of water are adequate, a 
further measure was adopted to protect the non-
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cathode circuit of the output valve to that of the 
input valve; in addition, local negative feedback 
on the output valve is at least 6 db. in the working 
range. The linearity of the amplifier is thus im
proved by some 28 db. by the negative feedback 
and the gain of the output stage is stabilised to a 
similar extent; that of the first t\VO stages is 
stabilised by the main feedback only, i.e. by 22 db. 
The gain variation \vith the various valves and their 
associated coupling circuits does not exceed ±0·2 db. 

I nternwdttlation. 
Intermodulation is confined to the amplifier, as 

the filters have air-cored inductors. The equalisa
tion has been arranged so that all channels are at 
the same relative level at the output of the repeater. 
To obtain this condition and also to maintain a 
constant ratio of feedback to input voltage, the 
first two stages have rising gain-frequency character
istics, the level differences at the input to the first, 
second and third valves being 14, 7 and 0 db. 
respectively. . . 

This arrangement is justified only if the mter
modulation occurring in Vl and V2 can be neglected 
in comparison with that in V3. Now V3 has local 
feedback of 6 db. and, therefore, the intermodulation 
will be 6 db. below the level that would exist with
out feedback. The gain of V2 varies from 28 to 35 
db with frequency and it is, therefore, loaded at least 
28 · db. lower than V3 (the actual loadin!i is less 
because the higher frequencies arrive at still lower 



level, down to 35 db.) ; the intermodulation is 
therefore at least 28-6=22 db. lower than in V3 
relative to the lower signal levels. Intermodulation 
in VI is even less important. · 

Since the working frequency is less than one 
octave, no second-order products or third harmonic 
can cause interference between channels·; the prin
cipal prcducts which can cause such interference are 
third-order difference products. The quality of the 
amplifier in this respect can he tested at any time 
by equipment provided at the shore stations. Testing 
freqnencies of 360 and 420 kc/s are transmitted 
through the repeater so that they are at equal levels 
in the output valve; 300 kc/s (=2x360-420 kc/s) 
is selected by a crystal filter at the receiving station. 

Loading of Amplifier. 
The overload point of the amplifier is about 

+21 db. and with 48 channels channel output levels 
of about +3 db. are permissible. The planning 
level does not exceea 0 db., so that adequate margin 
exists for valve deterioration. The minimum input 
level (at 504 kc/s) is -70 db ... which gives a satis
factory margin against resistance noise. 

Fi"lters. 
The attenuation of the filters is shown in Fig. 9. 

The loop loss in the working range is at least 30 db., 
which limits the possible deviation in the trans
mission loss to ±0·25 db. ; outside the working 
range 20 db. is an adequate margin against oscilla
tion. The distortion introduced by the filters in the 
working bands (about 1 ·5 db.) is corrected by 
equalisers at the shore stations: 

With the repeater structure adopted, multiple 
earthing of the filter circuits is unavoidable and 
chokes wound \vith coaxial pair and a double-screened 
transformer are fitted to prevent loss of filter attenua
tion by couplings in earth leads. By this means the . 
design performance is substantially realised. 

Laying of Repeater. 
The laying operation was carried out by H.M.T.S. 

"Iris." The cable was cut at a point determined by 
navigation and· a length of about 0·16 n.m. was 
spliced on one side so that the two ends could be • 

taken on board over the bow sheaves. Measure
ments of D.C. resistance and capacitance (and 
subsequently high-frequency attemiation) were made 
and the location determined ; these measurements 
agreed with one another within 0· 15 n.m. and showed 
the actual position to be some 0·75 n.m. nearer 
A than was intended; this is quite satisfactory, 
although an accuracy of ±0·5 n.m had been 
expected. (A more recent test shows that the location 
is within these limits.) 

The repeater was then jointed in on the A side 
\Vith a temporary connection on the B side. Po,ver 

was applied and testing tones transmitted from 
Station A to enable the output level of the amplifier 
to be checked. This completed satisfactorily, the 
p0wer was removed and the. final joint was made. 
The two cables were then lashed together and· the 
repeater lowered in a horizontal position over the 
ship's side by a derrick, the weight being taken by 
a rope which was cut on reaching the sea bed. The 
cables were. released as the repeater was lowered 
so that the weight of the repeater was at no time 
tal&n by the cables. The actual lowering ·operation 
took only ten minutes and was completed at 21 00 
hours D.B.S.T. on June 24th, 1943. It was hoped 
to carry out the laying in calm weather, but the 
weather deteriorated during the operation and half 
a gale was blowing when the unit was finail¥ lowered. 

The sea bed is probably rocky and is swept by 
a strong tide, so that the conditions are by no means 
ideal. The temperature at the sea bed at the time of 
laying was 12·!°C; it is known to vary seasonally 
between about 6°C and !4°C. 

Replacement of Repeater. 
The repeater tleveloped a fault on November 15th, 

1943, some five months after laying. On February 
12�. 1944, it was· picked up by "Iris" without . 
difficulty and replaced by a new unit having similar, 
but slightly improved performance. The fault 
subsequently proved to he a punctured mica in a 
filter capacitor-the only known instance of such a 
failure of this particular manufacturer's product. 
In ordering these capacitors the importance of 
quality had been stressed and careful tests subse
quently applied. Although the failure was unfortunate 
it cannot be regarded as having any great significance 
in connection with further development. 

Conclusions. 

A submerged repeater has been constructed and 
laid by the British Post Office in the Irish Sea ; this 
is believed to be the first ever incorporated in a 
working cable system. Although laid in a depth of 
only 35 fathoms it is suitable for depths up to about 
200 fathoms, i.e. for any cables likely to be laid on 
the continental shelf. By.its introduction, the number 
of circuits operable over the single coaxial paragutta 
cable in which it is included has been increased 

. from 24 to 48. 
· 

It is hoped that, after further refinement of the 
design it will be practicable greatly to' increase the 
efficiency of operation of cables laid to the con
tinent of Europe. Development of deep-water 
repeaters for use on trans-oceanic routes is engaging 
attention both in Great �ritain and the United 
States of America. 

Acknowledgment is due to Messrs. Siemens Brothers 
and Co., Ltd., who designed, manufactured and 
tested the repeater c1J.5e. 
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Polythene and its Use as 
a Dielectric 

U.D.C. 621.315.616 

E. G. WILLIAMS, 
Imperial Chemical Industries Limited. 

The author outlines the principal physical, themica I and electrical properties of polythene, and gives details of its present uses 
as a dielectric. Outstanding properties are its low specific inductive capacity and its low power factor. 

I ntrodttction. 

I

T is perhaps fortunate that the development of 
new plastics having exceptionally good low loss 
properties has coincided with a very marke<;!. 

increase in the development and application of high 
frequency radio and high frequency .communications 
in general. Certainly the development of the new 
thermoplastic, polythene, owes a great 
deal to the encouragement and collabora
tion of the radio and communications 
engineer, and in tum the use of the 
material has been of considerable assis
tance in the development and application 
of high frequency techniques. Brief 
mention of polythene has been made in 
this journal before1 but now that its use 
is becoming fairly widespread, a more 
detailed description of its properties and 

·uses may be of interest, and may help to 
make the communications engineer more 
familiar with what promises to be a most 
useful new material. 
Nature of Polythe71e. 

Polythene is the generic name given to 
solid polymers of ethylene, which are 
prepared under very high pressures. The 
material may thus be regarded as the 
simplest of the vinyl polymers, formed by 
the linking together of double bond com
pounds to give long chains. 

The chemical formula is :- • 

.. Cffi- C� - CH
t
.- CH2 - CH2 

Physical and Mechanical Properties. 

The material is available in rough chip form, as a 
moulding powder, and �s sheet, tape and rod (which 
can be easily machined) and is sold in this country 
under the trade name of "Alkathenc." .There are 
various grades which do not differ widely in proper-

- CH2 - CH2 - CH2 - CH2 - CH2 • •  

the chains being of variable length but 
of the order of 1,000 units long. 

Frc. 1.-MODEL SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF CARBON ANO Jh·oROGEN 
ATOMS AND ALIGNMENT OF MOLECULAR CHAll\S IN J>OL\'THENE. 

Polythene is partly amorphous and partly crystal
line. ·In the crystalline portions the chains are all 
aligned side by side, as shown in the photograph of 
an atomic model Fig. I, but individual chains can 
make up part of several crystals, and the material 
as a whole must be considered as a large number of 
small crystals tied together by a tangled mass of 
amorphous chains. 

It is probably to this comparatively 
unique type of structure, which is 
shared with, among other materials, 
nylon and gutta percha, that polythene 
owes many of its physical properties. 
It is a tough white translucent material 
which is flexible, though without the 
elasticity of rubber, and like nylon and 
gutta percha it shows the curious 
phenomenon of " racking " or " coJd 
drawing" under tension. ' (Sec Fig. 2.) 

ties except in melt viscosity which is itself the basis 
•Of the grading. "Alkathene Grade 20" is the 

material most commonly used and the list of proper
ties given below were determined on a sample of 
this material. " Alkathene " Grades 7 and 2 require 
higher temperatures for processing, but they are 
progressively harder and tougher than grade 20. 

' P.O.E./J.J., Oct., !040, p. 130-:----
4() 

FIG. 2.-SAMPLE OF Por..YTllliNE Al'TER Cor..n DRAWING. 



Density .. 
Tensile Strength 
Elongation at Break 
Modulus of El.asticity 
Impact Strength 
Hardness 
Softening Point (ball and 

ring) .. 
Melt Viscosity 190° C . . . 
Linear Thermal Expan-

0·93 
1,500 lbs./sq. inch 
100-450 per cent. 
1,500 lbs./sq. inch 
50 ft. lbs./sq. inch 
Marked by finger nail 

110°c. 
3,500 poises 

sion at 20° C.. . ·02 per cent. per •c. 
Thermal Conductivity. . 0·0007 cals/sec/cm/cm/2/°C 

Unlike most thermoplastics, polythene has a rather 
sharp .softening point, 'vhich is almost equivalent to a 
melting point. although in the molten state it is 
extremely viscous. Belo\v the softening point it 
sho,vs very little tendenty to "cold flo\v," and in 
f�ct specimens can be boiled in water fpr long periods 
\vithout sho,ving any distortion. Some cold fto\v 
will, however, take place under heavy loads at high 
temperatures and the normal upper safe \vorking 
temperature is probably about 70-80°C. 

Chc111ical Properties. 

Polythene is very resistant to nearly all chemicals, 
and is not attacked by most acids and. alkalis. Hot 
conccntratE:d sulphuric acid will cause charring. No 
solvents \vill dissolve the material in the cold, but it 
will dissolve above 75°C. fairly readily in all hydro-
carbon and chlorinated solvents, · 

It is not affected by ultra violet light or ozone, 
but in the Jnoltcn state in contact \vith air a slo'v 
oxidation takes place. This oxidation leads to a 
falling off in the electrical properties and hence it is 
important to keep it do'vn to a minimum. Recently 
it has been found that antioxidants prevent oxidation 
almost entirely. and the addition of I per cent. of 
" Alkathene Additive," a master batched material 
containing antioxidant, is now recommended during 
processing of the material. 

\Vhen ignited polythene \vill continue to burn 'vith 
a smoky flame. 'It is exceptionally resistant to water, 
the absorption being zero, and the transmission of 
1noisture vapour being very low, e.g. 0·4 rngs. water/ 
sq. inch/hour for a thickness of ·03 mms. 

Contact \vith some solvents such as ether, alcohol, 
or acetone may tend to cause surface crazing, and. 
polythene \vill slo\vly absorb a certain atnount of 
mineral oils \Vith a resulting decrease in strength. 
Sulphur sho,vs some tendency to diffuse through the 
material, the penetration being more rapid in the 
presence of oils. 

Electrical Properties. 

The follo,ving figures are the values at 20°C. :

Specific Inductive Capacity 2·3 at all frequencies 
Po\vcr Factor 0·0003 at all frequencies 
Breakdown Voltage I ,OOO volts/mi! on speci-

men �O nlils thick 
Volume Resistivity 1017 O/c1n3 
Surface Resistivity 101"' 0 /c1112 

The effect of temperature on the S.I.C. and power 
factor has been investigated at one or t\vO frequencies 

and the following points have been established :-
!. There is a steady fall of S.I.C. at all frequencies 

as the temperature rises, typical figures being 
-30°c;;. 2·4, o•c. 2·34, 20°c. 2·30, 50°c. 2·24, 
so•c. 2-1s. 

2. At 50 c/s the power factor falls with increasing 
temperature and becomes less than ·0001 at 
70°C. At very high frequencies there is a 
tendency for this behaviour to be reversed and 
there may be a slight rise in power factor with 
increasing temperatures. 

Pol"ythene-Polyisobutylene Mixtures. 

Polythene is not plasticised by the conventional 
types of thermoplastic plasticisers, but it can be 
mixed with polyisobutylene (P.I.B.) if an increase in 
flexibility, particularly at  loiv temperatures, is 
required. Mixtures with up to 50% of P.I.B. can 
be employed, but it is common to use 10 to 15%. 
The unplasticised polythene has low temperature 
flexibility depending on the grade of material used, 
but normally " Alkathene 20 " is flexible down to 
about - 30°C. and 12!% of P.I.B. will push down 
the flexibility a further 15-20°C. 

USES. 

The excellent electrical properties· of polythene, 
especially its very lo\v power factor have led to its use 
in a \Vide variety of radio and communic;ation systems. 
In particular, its flexible nature has been invaluable 
in the construction of various forms of cable, the t'vo 
in \vhich its properties show to greatest advantage 
being submarine telephone cables and high frequency 
coaxial feeders. 

In the construction of such cables the material is 
heated above the softening point on rolls or in 
Pfleiderer type mixers and extruded over the central 
conductor by means of conventional rubber forcing 
machines, or other 'specially adapted types. After 
extrusion the covered 'vire is chilled in air or 'vater, 

.and the dielectric sets ·solid. When putting on a 
thick layer: of dielectric it may be advisable to 
extrude the covering in t\VO or more layers, as other
\vise there is a tendency for bubbles or voids to form 
round the central conductor. The temperature of 
extrusion is normally about 140°C., both for the 
pure polythene and its mixtures with polyisobutylene. 
The latter are perhaps rather easier to extrude satis
factorily as the polyisobutylene gives the rather sharp 
n1elting polythene a \vider plastic range. 

Subniarine Cables. 
Submaripe cables have in the past often been 

insulated \vitl� compositions based on gutta percha. 
For telegraph cables a straight gutta percha dielectric 
is employed. but for multi-channel telephone cables 
the dielectric requirements are more stringent a'.'nd 
paragutta, or K gutta, both mixtures of specially 
refined gutta percha \Vith other materials are pre
ferred. Polythene, or its mixture \Vith polyisobuty
lene, is suitable for both types of cable, although it 
is only in the telephone cables that the advantages 
of its use are very marked. The econon1ics of these 
telephone cables are, of course, bound up with the 
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number of simultaneous conversations which can be 
transmitted, and this in tum depends on the maxi
mum frequency at which the cable can be worked 
without introducing excessive attenuation. The . 
attenuation, once the diameter is fixed, is determined 
almost entirely by the specific inductive capacity of 
the insulating mt:dium, and polythene with its low 
value of 2·3 has definite advantages if substituted for 
paragutta and K gutta. The resultant increase in 
the number of available channels would be about 
15 per cent. A length of submarine. cable core 
insulated with a polythene-polyisobutylene mixture 
is shown in Fig. 3. 

FtG.3.-SUBHAR.INECABLE CORE INSULATED WITH Pot.YTHENE· 
POLYISOBUTYLENE MIXTURE (BY SUBMARINE CABLES, LTo.) 

Hitherto submarine telephone, as opposed to tele
graph, cables have been limited to comparatively 
short lengths of the order of 100 miles or so, and 
transocean lines have not been practicable. This state 
of affairs may be cbanged completely by the develop
ment of submarine repeater stations, which will enable 
amplification of the signals to be carried out in 
specially designed apparatus incorporated at intervals 
along the cable and fed down it. These repeaters, if 
incorporated at intervals of 20-40 miles would enable 
a long distance transocean cable to be designed, 
which would carry a large number of simultaneous 
telepl1one conversations, and would make possible a 
first-class transatlantic service.2 

Polythene is particularly suitable as· the dielectric 
for these long distance cables, partly because of its 
low specific inductive capacity, which would enable 
the repeater stations to be spaced at 
reasonably long distances apart, and 
partly because moulding techniques 
have been ,worked out which would 
enable the cylinders containing the 
repeaters to be incorporated in the 
cable in su�h a way that the insula
tion was continuous. The repeater 
cylinder might be moulded in a water
proof polythene sheath which could be 
�ed on to the polythene insulation 
of the cable proper. 

• Great advances may be expected in 

High Freq11e11cy Cables. 

· ·Polythene has prov€d to be an ideal dielectric for 
high frequency work in coaxial feeders, screened twin 
cables, etc., and should have a great future when 
television becomes commonplace. \Vhereas in sub

marine telephone cables the frequencies employed 
are not great, and consequently the. attenuation is 
determined almost exclusively by the specific induc
tive capacity, at higher frequencies the power factor of 
the dielectric becomes more important. Considerable 
attention has been given to the control of the power 
factor of polythene, \vhich, if the material were an 
absolutely pure hydrocarbon, should theoretically be 
zero. In practice although a value of zero may be 
approached, a measurable power factor is always 
found. Careful control of the manufacturing process 
has in the past fe\v years led to a progressive reduc
tion, and va�ues for the commercially available 
product now seldom exceed ·0003 at 50 Mc/s. At 
frequencies of this order, the attentuation in a 
polythene solid insulated cable is still mainly due to 
line attentuation, and the dielectric attenuation will 
be small. In a coaxial line of I cm. external diameter, 
if the power factor is taken as ·0003, the dielectric 
attenuation will equal the line attenuation only when 
the frequency is above 1,000 Mc/s. 

The great advantage of polythene and polythene
polyisobutylene mixtures for this type of work is 
that they enable cables to be constructed with a solid 
flexible dielectric having low loss properties not far 
removed from those of an airspaced cable. The 
greater robustness, flexibility and ease of handling 
of a solid insulated cable often outweigh the lower 
attenuation figures for the airspaced type, and any 
difficulties which arise in the latter, when the distance 
between successive spacers becomes of the same 
order as the wavelength, are avoided. 

Coaxial lines are usually constructed by extruding 
a layer of polythene or polythene-polyisobutylene over 
a single central copper conductor, though stranded 
conductors are sometimes employed. The central 
conductor is normally bare untinned copper. The 
outer �heath may be lead or braided copper wire, the 
latter type of construction being necessary for the 
more flexible types. 

long distance communications after the 
war, and thi� country with its imperial 
connections is in an admirable position 
to take the lead in ·setting up a world 
wide �bmarine telephone network. 

• r.E.E./., Vol. 91, Part 1, No. 37. 
FIG. 4.-H.F. CABLES INSULATED WITH POLYTIU!.N.£ CONTAINING 126 PKR CENT. 
POLYISOBUTYLENE (BY TBLEORAPH CoNSTRUCTION ·cl MAtNTRNANCI! Co .. LTu.). 
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1:h� braidin� can be applied by conventional cable 
braiding _machines and it is usual to employ tinned 
copper _wire. The cables are normally finished with a 
protective. outer sheath which is conveniently made 
by extf1;1�mg on a layer of a tough polyvinyl chloride 
compos1bon. 

Fig. 4 shows photographs of typical coaxial 
cabl�s insulated with polythene containing 12!% 
polyisobutylene. 

For ultra high frequency work some of the advan
tages of the airspaced type of cable can be obtained, 

FIG. 5.-SE�ll-AIRSPACED H.F. Ci\DLES INSULATED WITH 
POLYTllF.Nli (DY TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & l\fatNTENANCE 

Co., Lrn.}. 

without the disadvantages associated with separate 
individual spacers, by employing the type of construc
tion shown in Fig. 5. where the central conductor is 
held in position in the centre of a hollow polythene 
tube by means of polythene. extruded with a star
shaped cross section. Alternative types are also in 

FtG. 6.-l\IOULDED PoLVTHENE AnncLES. 

use in which the conductor is held.central in the tube 
by means of a helically wound polythene string. 

· Many other types of cable can be made up including 
sheathed twins, and the extrusion process can easily 
be adapted to give any type of shape or assembly. 
High Frequmcy Accessories. 

In addition to cables there are numerous accessories 
in high fr<>quency work where low loss properties are 
required, and polythene has found extensive use in 
mouldings for this type of application. In particular 
a useful technique has been developed whereby high 
frequency cable terminations, plugs, sockets, etc., can 
be moulded on to the cable, the insulation of the 
moulding welding on to the dielectric of the cable 
to give a perfectly sealed joint. Cable terminations 
of this type have the great advantage of being corn-

FtG. 7.-LARGE MOULDED POL'\'THENE CONTAINER (cF. 1 FT. 
RULE} . 

pletely moisture proof. Special care is necessary 
in th.e·design of polythene mouldings to 'take care of 
the very large shrinkage of the material as it cools, 
and where inserts protrude from the mouldings care 
must also be taken of the unequal expansion of 
polythene and metal. Owing to the great toughness 
of the material, cracking of mouldings even with very 
heavy inserts should· never be a source of trouble. 
(Fig. 6 shows a miscellaneous collection of moulded 
samples.) Polythene, however, does not readily stick 
to metal, nor can it be cemented, or applied in lacquer 
form, facts which sometimes limit its applications. 
It can, however, be hot welded. 
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Miscellaneous Uses. 
Apart from high frequency accessories, there are 

miscellaneous moulding uses where polythene shows 
to advantage. Its very great toughness is valuable 
when a very high resistance to impact is required, 
and it may also find uses in high 
voltage insulation. Very large mould
ings can be made as illustrated in 
Fig. 7. 

Apart from the two types of cable 
already mentioned, many others are 
likely to be developed. Power cables 
represent a very interesting field, and 
it is not beyond the bounds of possi
bility to construct a polythene solid 
insulated sµpertension power cable, 
which would be a great simplification 
compared with the present oil or gas 
filled types. For ordinary voltage 
underground cables, the material 
may be used without a lead sheath, 
owing to its very good water resist
ance, and a 440 volt test length has 
already been running for more than 
two years without giving any trouble. 
Fig. 8 shows an end of this cable 
which was made up by �Iessrs. 
Johnson & Phillips. 

There may be various forms o( 
telephone cable where the material 
can be employed with advantage, 
and it is also suitable for house wiring. For example, 
excellent wiring can be prepared by using a thin layer 
of polythen� as a dielectric, thereby obtaining first 

Aerial Cable Lines 
Part I. Straight Sections of Route 
U.D.C. 621.315.24 

class insulation re.sistance, and. sheathing it with 
polyvinyl chloride to give good abrasion resistance. 

The development of many promising uses has been 
held up by the war, but there is little doubt that in the 

F1G. 8.-PoLYTHENE·lNSULATJm Powm� CADLE. 

post-war period polythene will be found an extremely 
useful material to the electrical engineer in many 
different fields. 

P. R. GERRY 

This article deals 'lrith the computation of the forces to which a straight section of pole line carrying an aerial cable may be 
subjected and tbe determlDlil!tlon. or the type of pole and spacing required. Conversely the maximum size of cable which 

can be carried by an exisllng line can be calculated. 

I ntrod11ction. 

T

HE erection of a new pole line complete with 
suspension wire and cable rings can be ac
complished with approximately one fifth of the 

labour required to lay an equivalent length of new 
underground duct : when the poles exist the saving 
in labour iS likely to be even greater. Saving in 
initial cost will of course be offset partially or wholly 
over a period· of years by the greater annual charges 
of an aerial cable line, but in the present emergency 
the conservation of labour is of paramount impor
tance, and the erection of aerial cable therefore offers 
an attractive alternative to the provision of duct. 

This has resulted in far more and larger cables 
being erected on aerial lines than hitherto and has 
rendered desirable a review of standards particularly 
with a view to relaxing them where pPssible to 
avoid unnecessary strengthening and renewal of 

pole lines. The results of this review as regards 
straight sections of line are given in this article. 
It is hoped to cover the computation of the forces 
on stayed poles and new methods of erecting aerial 
cable in a subsequent article. 
Forces Imposed on Poles. 

When designing. a pole line, straight sections in 
which the pull of the wires on one side of the pole 
will be balanced by the pull on the opposite side 
need to be considered separately from those on 
which the pull is balanced by a stay or other means. 
The poles where the pull of the wires on opposite 
sides balance each other must be able to resist the 
)?ending forces caused by the winds which will strike 
the wires, cable and poles at right angles to the 
direction of the line. To ensure that suitable poles 
arc used it is necessary to find the magnitude of 
the bending· forces imposed by the wind, and to 



calculate the value of the forces necessitates a 
knowledge of wind pressure, the area exposed to the 
wmd and the -height at which this force is applied 
to the pole. 
Wi;1d Velocity. 

In determining the appropriate sizes of poles and 
over�e�d. wires �he Post Office has always realised 
tha� it is impracticable to allow for the heavy coatings 
of ice and sno\v which occasionally occur in this 
co':ll'try. It has therefore been recognised as in
evitable. that certain storm conditions (fortunately 
rare) 'vill damage \Vires to the point necessitating 
ren.e,val, and \Vhen \vind accompanies the deposition 
of_ ice or sno\V on the 'vires, extensive failure of poles 
\Vtll occur. For all other \Veather conditions experience 
of the performance of even overloaded lines demon
strat�s that design. on the assumption of a wind 
velocity of 80 rn.p.h. has afforded an adequate margin 
of strength. 

\.Vhen considering \Vhether any relaxation could 
be made in the design factor of 80 rn.p.h. the Post 
Office took cognisance of the fact that, according 
to meteorological records, winds exceeding a velocity 
of 59 m.p.h. rarely occur in most parts of the country 
and w!nds approaching a velocity of 80 m.p.h. are 
exceptional and occur only near parts of the coast 
and over high ground. It was therefore decided to 
retain the. 80 !"'·P·h· standard of wind velocity for 
exposed s1tuat1ons 'vhere heavy gales are kno\vn to 
occur, but to adopt a relaxed standard of 60 m.p.h. 
for all normal situations. Further for sheltered 
situations the existing principle of' doubling the 
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FIG. 1.-\VIND PRESSURE CURVES. 

permissibl_e number of wires was somewhat freely 
interpreted as justifying the adoption of a design 
standard of 40 m.p.h. 

In adopting these relaxed standards for aerial 
cable lines it \Vas borne in mind that the existence 
of a suspensi�n strand, which is of. very great strength 
compared with that of any wires hitherto used, 
performs a very valuable function of knitting the 
route together as a whole so that individual poles 
are supported to some extent by their neighbours. 
Furthe�, the p�r�entai:e increase in windage area 
under ice cond1t1ons 1s very much less for aerial 
cables than for relatively thin wires, e.g. the .increase 
in wind pressure on a 2 in. diameter cable when 
coated with 3/16 in. radial thickness of ice is less 
then 20 per cent., whereas th� increase for a 40 lb. 
copper wire with the same thickness of ice is 750 
per cent._ 
W t"nd ·Pressure. 

The wind pressure can be calculated with some 
degree of accuracy by the use of a formula which 
was derived from experiments carried out some 
years ago in the wind tunnel at the National Physical 
Laboratory to ascertain the effect of winds of'different 
velocitie;; on cylindrical surfaces varying from small 
gauge wrrcs to poles. The experiments revealed that 
P, the pressure in lb. per ·foot run, equals KV'D 
\vhere K ·is a coefficient the value of which is de
pendent on the product VD, V is the velocity of the 
wind in miles per hour and D is the diameter of the 
cylindrical surface in inches. The values of K are 
indicated in the report1 of the experiments. 
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ERECTED IN VARIOUS SITUATIONS, 

1 British Electrical and Allied Industries Association: 
Technical Report F/Tl6. 
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Typical results are given in Fig: I, which indicates 
the pressure per foot due to wind velocities of 80 
60 and 40 m. p.h. respectively upon exposed wir� 
up to i in. diameter,and equivalent curves are given 
for wires with 3/16 in. radial thickness ice loading 
as a matter of interest. The effect of the adoptio� 
of these velocities of 80, 60, 40 m.p.h. for exposed, 
�ormal and sheltered. situations resp.ectively is 
illustrated by the following values. On a line carrying 
42 wires varying in size from 40 lb. to 300 lb. per 
mile, and a 2-in. diameter cable with the poles 60 
yards apart, the pressure from an 80 m.p.h. wind 
will be 1,465 lb .. from a 60 m.p.h. wind 820 lb. 
and from a 40 m. p.h. wind 366 lb .. 

To facilitate the work of determining the pressures 
created by the wind for each of the three degrees of 
exposure adopted and· far the many sizes of 'vires and 
cables likely to be concerned, the values have been 
calculated for each size of wire and cable used by the 
Post Office. For the wires the· pressure per foot is as 
sho'\vn in Table 1, and for cables it is indicated in the 
form of a graph as shown in Fig. 2. The values in 
the graph include the windage on the suspension 
wire an<;! cable rings. 

TABLE I. 

W!ND PRESSURE (IN LB.\ PER FOOT 

Size of line·wire. 
. 

Situation 
ioo lb. JSO Ib.200 Ib.l,aoo lb. 400 nt� soo lb .fO lb. ;Qlb . ------------

Sheltered., 0.016 0.022 0.026 0.033 G.039 0.048 0.057 0.072 O.OSi -- --
Normal . .  Q.037 0.050 0.002 0.077 0.091 0.116 0.13-1 0.168 0.197 --------
E:xposcd .. 0.067 0.000 0.1]3 0.144 0.168 0.210 0.249 0.307 0.356 

With the aid of Table l and Fig. 2 the pressure 
created by the wind on any assortment of wires and 

� 311----1-�...,+ 
If 

FIG. 3.-WJND PRESSURE PER FOOT OF S;Abl FOR POLES 
CAARYIHG ABRIAL C.U.LB AND OPEN WJREs. 
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cables c�n readily be found. When this value is 
kno'� it is ne�essary to ascertain the class Of pole 
rrqu1red to resist the pressure and the permissible 
length of span. 
New Pole Lines. 

When designing a new pole line for aerial cable use 
is made of Fig._ 3, which indicates the pressure

' per 
foot of span which each class of pole will resist. The 
values shown have been calculated from the formula 
S =:= 11D3f/� 12L, where S is the safe working load in lb., 
D is the diameter of. the pole in inche,s at the point of 
fracture, f 1s the ultxnate stress in lb. per square inch. 
m the extreme fibres at the point of fracture and L 
is the distance in inches from the point where the 
Joa? is applied to the point of fracture. The formula, 
winch allows for a factor of safety of 3 5, is derived 
from ��e basic formula for th.e bending moment at 
the p_omt of fracture of a cantilever. For a tapered 
pole 1t can be shown that the point of fracture is 
where the diameter is l ·5 times the diameter at the 
point where the load is applied. The safe load which 
can be applied to a pole at a point 2 ft. from the 
top, which is the position specified for an aerial cable 
on a new pole li1:1e, is approximately the same for all 
lengths of pole m. the same class (light, medium or 
stout), hence the smgle curve showing the relationship 
between the length of span and the wind pressure per 
foot of span for each class of pole. A value equiva
lent to the windage on the pole has been deducted 

· from th� calculated safe working load, and the values 
ShO\Vn lfl the graph therefore indicate the aCtual 
resistance \vhich the pole can offCr to the load 
imposed by \vind on the aerial cable and on any \Vires 
that may exist. 

Considering a typical case, a pole line is required 
to carry eight 40 lb. \Vires and a 2-in. diameter cable. 
The situation is normal and Table 1 indicates that 
the pressure on a 40-lb. wire will be 037 lb. per ft., 
so that the total wind pressure on the eight wires 
will be ·296 per ft. Fig. 2 indicates that the wind 
pressure on a 2-in. diameter cable will be 2 21 lb. 
per ft. The total pressure on both wires and cable 
will therefore be 2 506 lb. per ft. Fig. 3 shows that this 
.pressure requires medium poles at 61-yard intervals. 
Existing Pole Lines. 

The foregoing method of determining the class of 
pole and length of span required is used only when the 
load is applied 2 ft. from the top of the pole. On an 
existing line a considerable variation may occur in 
the number of arms fitted to the pole, the clearance 
required to be provided by ._the cable and the height 
of the existing pole, so that it becomes impracticable 
to specify a uniform height for the cable. 

The magnitude of the load a pole can withstand 
.depends upon the height at which the load is applied, 
and to enable due allowance to be made for the 
variation in height, the load is determined in terms of 

· a bending moment. In determining the bending 
moment it is necessary to take into accowit the 
length of span, the windage on the wires and on the 
cable and the heights at which the windage loads are 
applied. To ensure that each of the factors is taken 
into account and to simplify the work of tabulation, 
a new form, known as M72 and illustrated in Fig. 4, 



has been introduced. The details required in the 
columns marked " X " are readily obtained during. 
an examination of the pole line, and the remaining 
columns can be ·completed -away from the site 
by reference to Table 1 and Fig. 2, and by making the 
simple calculations indicated at the top of columns 
7, 8, etc. 

to increase the former or to reduce the fatter. The 
fitting of transverse stays on. both sides of the pole 
will, of course, increase the pole's resistance to 
bending, but space limitations often prevent this 

· practice being used and it is usual to reduce the 
bending moment. This can be done by transferring 
some of the open wires to the proposed cable or to an 
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In column 21 is required the moment of resistance 
of the existing pole which is obtained from Table 2. 
The values in the table have been calculated from the 
usual formula, i.e. fibre stress of the material multi
plied by the section modulus, assuming that poles 
of minimum diameter exist, adopting a factor of 
safety of 3 5 and allowing for the windage on the pole. 

When the columns have been completed, the. 

additional cable drawn into the same cable rings, or 
by reducing the size of the proposed cable. Where 
none of these methods is practicable, the necessary 
balance between bending moment and moment of 
resistance is obtained by erecting a short pole to 
support the cable only, near the mid-point of the 
spans, or in "extreme cases by erecting two short poles 
equally spaced between the existing poles. 

TABLE 2. 
MOMENT OF RESISTANC& OF POLES, 

Class Safe Moment of Resistance (in lb./ft.). 
of 

Pole Length of Pole in feet. 

---
Light .. 

Medium 

Stout .. 

� 22 

4.300 

-i-- - . 

24. I 20 

4.900 I 5.400 

9.000 9,800 

- -

28 

5.800 

10,600 

18,200 

. maximum bending moment on the pole as sho\vn in 
column 19 is compared \vith the moment of resistance 
of the existing pole as shown in column 21. If the 
moment of resistance is greater than or the same as 
the bending moment the existing poles will be strong 
enough. If, ho\vever, the moment of· resistance is 
less than the bending moment, steps must be taken 

30 32 34 36 40 45 50 

6,400 6,300 6,900 7,300 7.200 6,300 5,800 

11.200 12.000 12,700 13.200 12,700 14,500 12.300 

20.400 22, 700 22,500 23.500 24,600 25,000 1 21, 700 

In additfon to providing a simple me� of deter
mining the bending moment imposed on the un
stayed poles, the details recorded on form A572 also 
provide a ready means of determining other factors, 
e.g. the maximum size of cable the line will carry or 
the ma.�imum permissible span length for the 
proposed load. 
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Electric Battery Vehicles 
for Postal Work 

U.D.C. 621.335 : 656.8 
R. S. P.HILLIPS, A.M.t.E.E. 

This article surveys the development or electric battery trucks, vans and tractors used by the Post Office from 1902 to tbe 
present time. The author demonstrates that, although the electric vehicle is not likely to displace the petrol one generally, 

there are certain specialised uses for which it is particularly suited. 

History. 

I

T is of interest to record that the Post Office first 
employed a battery electric vehicle for postal work 
in 1902 and must therefore be among the earliest 

commercial users of electric transport in this country. 
In January, 1902, Messrs. Julius Harvey offered to 
run what was described as an " Oppcrmann " 

electric dogcart on a postal service in London, the 
firm undertaking to provide drivers and carry out 
all necessary battery charging and repairs, the 
Post Office for its part to pay a daily charge for the 
service. This offer was accepted, and after the body 
had been altered to meet P.O. requirements the 
service commenced on th_e 20th May, 1902, the 
vehicle's first run being from .Mount Pleasant to 
\Vaterloo station. 

Although there were several out-of-service periods 
during the following summer, due to various me
chanical defects and the need to fit a larger motor 
when the route was altered to include slight gradients, 
the trial was not considered unsatisfactory and this 
van provided a service between Mount Pleasant, 
Waterloo station and various London district post 
offices until November, 1902, when the owner 
withdrew it from the Post Office. 

Development of the electric road vehicle continued 
slowly during the intervening years up to the 1914/18 
war. Howev�·. in 1912 the Post Office bought a 

· Silvertown battery truck for use · in . Bristol and 
another three of the same make in 1914, and these 
were among the first electric trucks to be used in this 
country. They were made by the I.R.G.P. & Tele
graph Co., who were sub-contractors to the 
Edison Accumulator Co., the firm manu
facturing these trucks in the United States. 
No firm in this country had at that time 
much experience in the manufacture of this 
type of truck. 

In the years immediately following the 
1914/18 .war, the Post Office maintained its 
interest in electrics, although chiefly in 
regard to fixed platform trucks, which were 
particularly suited to certain types of postal 
work. Several British firms were then pro
ducing reliable trucks, and some of these 
earlier types were brought into use ·at 
Leeds, Reading, Plymouth, Sunderland, 
Birmingham, Paddington, Derby and Ches
ter. Since then there bas been a steady 
increase in their use for postal services. 

The period between 1920 and 1930 was 
one during which the large transport users 
--0( which the Post Office was one of the 
biggest-viewed the development of electric 
vans with some uncertainty. A number 
of the bigger firms installed small or large 
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fleets because of the improvements made in the 
design of the 10-cwt. and 20-cwt. vans by many 
of the leading British manufacturers, the increasing 
of the battery makers' guarantee from two years to 
three years, and the expectation that the newly formed 
C.E.B. would result in better charging facilities being 
available. The Post Office participated to some 
extent in the trials during this period and in 1928 
purchased three vans for use in Leeds and seven for 
service in London. The results of these experiments, 
however, were disappointing so far as the Post 
Office was concerned, and the maintenance costs 
were considerably higher than had been anticipated. 
Consequently, little more was done in regard to 
electric vans other than keeping in close touch with 
developments, until in 1934 a van was obtained 
for service in London and another one in 1935. 
Although an improvement on their predecessors, 
these vans were not found to be entirely suitable 
for Post Office work and compared unfavourably 
with the petrol vans already in use in large numbers 
in the Post Office, even making allowance for the 
relatively low average costs of a big petrol fleet 
compared to that of a small number of electrics. 
With the outbreak of the present war, and the need 
to economise in the use o( imported fuels, an effort 
was again made to justify the use of electric vans 
on specially selected postal routes and services 
where it was thought the vehicles would show to 

· advantage. In 1941, therefore, a fleet of nine vans 
was purchased and brought into use on parcel delivery 
work and collection o( mails at branch offices in 

Fro. I.�" SrLVERTOWN " TRUCK. 



the Manchester area. The behaviour and operating 
costs of this fleet are b�ing kept under close 
observation. 

Trtteks. 

Prior to 1920 the only electric trucks in use for. 
postal work in this country were five at Bristol. 
These were Silvertown trucks, originally equipped 
with Edison batteries. Fig. 1 shows one of these 
trucks; which gave good service until 1932, the last 
one being finally disposed of in 1934. 

Immediately following t.he cessation of the 1914/18 
war, British· manufacturers began the development 
of the electric truck, and it became 
apparent that there was a definite field 
for •its use in the Post Office. This was 
particularly so in towns where a letter 
or parcel sorting office was close to a 
railway station at which mails \vere 
received or dcspatch<::d. It was recog
nised, however, that for the service 
to be satisfactory due regard had to 
be .paid to the nature and gradient of 
the road surface over whicli the trucks 
had to pass. Other factors which had 
to be borne in mind were the possibility 
of having to provide a ramp to enable 
the trucks to pass· direct from the 
sorting office into the street, and also to 
ensure that the dimensions and weight 
of the truck were such that it could 
be accommodated fo any lift which 
sometimes had to be used either at 
the railway or sorting office end of the 
route. Where it was not necessary to 
use lifts it was possible to employ two 
or three trailers drawn by one truck 
and thereby increase the carrying ·capacity per 
journey. The handling of the trucks was relatively 
simple and the postal drivers found little difficulty 
in operating them after receiving instructions from 
the engineering staff. Consequently, since these earlier 
years, the Post Office has bought a number of 
electric trucks, the various types being mentioned 
below. 

About 1921, a number �f electric trucks were bought 
from Roadcraft, Ltd., Liverpool, six of these being 
used at Leeds and two each at Reading, Sunderland 
and Paddington. These trucks were somewhat 
similar in appearance to the Silvertown trucks and 
were fitted with four solid rubber tyred wheels and 
with 24 cell 115 Ah. capacity nickel iron batteries. 
The trucks, however, were not so reliable as had 
been expected and by 1930 most of them had been 
withdrawn from service. 

In 1921, about the same time that the Roadcrafts 
were purchased, thirteen English Electric trucks were 
obtained for use in Birmingham. The carrying capacity 
was 10 cwt. and the battery consisted of 28 lead 
acid cells 96 Ah. capacity, which with a It h.p. 
motor enabled a speed of 6 m:p.h. to be maintained 
on the level. The mileage obtained per charge was 
about 35. These trucks gave good service on the 
particular duty scheduled for them, until 1941, when 

nine were scrapped, the remaining four being 
disposed of the following year. 

During 1925, four "Greenbat" trucks manu
factured by Messrs. Greenwood & Batley were 
purchased and brought into service at Crewe and 
Derby. In the following year additional trucks of. 
the same type were obtained and put on trial at 
Leeds and Plymouth. These trucks proved very 
successful for P.O. work as regards weight, size and 
reliability, and more trucks of the same make have 
since been brought into use at Paddington, Bristol, 
Newcastle, Reading, Bath, Mount Pleasant and 
Birmingham. Fig. 2 shows an early type of Greenbat 

F1c. 2.-·· GREENBAT " TRUCK WITH TRAILER. 

truck with a trailer. The carrying eapacity of the 
truck was two tons and it was also capable of towing 
a load of two tons on the flat at a speed of 5 m.p.h. 
The steering was by a horizontal tiller operating on 
two of th� four wheels. . Solid rubber tyred wheels 
were used 'and spiral springing with the battery 
independently sprung. The brakes were of the 
co�tracting shoe type operating on the motor shaft 
extension. A totally enclosed traction type motor 
was employed, wound for series-parallel control, and • 

the controller gave three fonvard speeds and reverse. 
The platform dimensions were 77 in. long, 45 in. wide 
and 20 in. high. These trucks were equipped with 
Nife batteries of ·200 Ah. capacity. Some smaller 
trucks, of 20 cwt. capacity of the same make, have 
since been installed at Birmingham and Mount 
Pleasant, and these were fitted with lead acid bat
teries of 160 Ah. capacity. Improvements have been 
made to the later trucks, notably in regard to the 
adoption on some trucks of four-wheel steetjng, the 
.fitting of additional brakes operating on drums on 
the road wheels, and pneumatic tyres instead of 
solids, one· of ·these ne\ver Greenbats being shown in 
Fig. 3. There are·at present some 40 trucks of this 
make in use and they have proved the most success
ful of those yet tried for postal work. 

Tractors an.d Trailers.-Although �he trucks 
described above are at some centres used for towing 
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trailers in addition to carrying a load, they are not 
sufficiently manreuvrable for this purpose on all 
routes, and on a few routes it has been found neces-

wheels are fitted wlth pneumatic tyres. Fig. 4 shows 
one of these· tractors, the overall dimensions of which 
arc : length 6 ft. 6 in., width 3 ft., height 4 ft. 5 in. 

_ .... 

" Lister " trailers of special dimen
sions to meet the stringent requirements 
of the lifts and subway were bought 
between 1939 and 1942 for use with 
these tractors. The trailers are capable 
of being drawn manually. and a total of 
51 is now available. Each has a.capacity 

. of 15 cwts. and a platform size of 
5 ft. 3 in . long, 3 ft. wide .and l ft. S in. 
high. The wheels have pneumatic tyres, 
the front two wheels being fitted to 
the turntable. Trailer braking gear 
operating internal expanding shoes on 
the front wheels is fitted, and this comes 
into. action automatically when the 
trailer overruns, or automatically when 
at rest and unc.oupled from the tractor, 
or by vertical movement of the towing 
handle when the trailer is manuallydrawn. 

Vans. 

F1G. 3.-" GnEENBAT "Tnuci.: WITH PxEu�1Anc TYRES. 
It has now been reasonably well estab

lished that where the route and type of 
service arc suitable, electric vans can pro

Yicle economical running. The routes on which they 
should be employed, however, are limited in length by 
the capacity of the battery and unless intermediate 
facilities arc available for battery recharging or obtain

ing an exchange of battery, the route will not exceed 
about 40 miles. Electrics show considerable 
economy on routes where stops arc very frequent, 
because of collections or deliveries or traffic conges
tion, and on this account are well suited to town or 
city work. For such duties their high acceleration 
often enables them to perform a higher average 

sary to use tractors designed for the purpose of 
towing only. They are smaller in size than the trucks 
and have a smaller turning radius. 

Two of an early type of tractor made by Electro
mobile were brought into use at Chester in 1924, but 
since that year no tractors were bought until 1!)39, 
when eight B.E.V. tractors were obtained for 
Birmingham to replace the English Electric trucks, 
and a further four of the same make were 
purchased in 194:1. The work at Birmingham 
consists of transporting bags of letters and bags 
of parcels between the letter office and 
the parcels office in the G.P.O. and New 
Street railway station, the route com-
prising lifts and a subway, and being 
wholly on either Post Office or railway 
property . 
. The B.E.V. tractor is designed to 
draw two fully loaded trucks weighing 
18 cwts., which includes I 5 cwts. of 
mail, at a speed of 6 m.p.h. on the level 
and 2 m.p.h. up a gradient of I in 8, the 
motive power consisting of 26 D.P. 
Kathanode cells of 252 Ah. capacity 
at the 5-hour rate. A 5 h.p. totally 
enclosed motor of the series wound 
traction type is used, and the trans
mission is by a single reduction worm 
gear. Hand wheel steering is employed, 
the turning circle of the tractor ·being 
60 in. Three speeds in each direction 
are available with series-parallel field 
control of the motor. Braking is nor
mally by internal c.xpanding shoes on 
the transmission shaft, but emergency 
braking is �vailable on drums on the 
driving wheels. The chassis is sup-
ported by four spiral springs, and the 
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speed than petrol vehicles employed on similar 
services. Other advantages over the petrol driven 
van are cleanliness, silence in running, ease of 
<lriving, and particularly during a war period, ·the 
fact that it does not use imported fuel and uses very 
little lubricating oil. Where longer distances have 
to be performed, however, and a high average speed 
maintained or the nature of the country is hilly, 
the electric cannot at present compete with the 
petrol van. . 

In the experiments which the Post Office have 
carried out with electric vans one of the difficulties 
has been the selection of towns and particular routes 
which would fulfil the above requirements. It has 
also been recognised that for the service to be econo
mical, it is essential to employ a self-contained fleet 
of, say, at least 10 vans on its own particular service 
with its own drivers, and operated quite independently 
of any petrol vans that may already be in service. 
Interchangeability of drivers between petrols and 
electrics has been found to be undesirable. Further
more, it has been necessary to choose suitable routes 
which would enable the electric van to perform an 
economical annual mileage of not less than 9,000. 
With the variety of postal services to be provided, 
it is impossible anywhere to schedule all the transport 
work as being suitable for electric vans and therefore 
any fleet that contained electric would also contain 
petrol vans. Under these conditions the lack of 
llcxibility of the electric as regards use is a serious 
drawback to its employment in htrge numbers by the 
Post Office. With the present day performance· of 
electric vehicles there must be a very much larger 
petrol fleet than any possible electric fleet, and the 
possibilities of specialisation and cheaper mainten
ance will , therefore, be far greater for petrol than 
electric vehicles. The low average cost of Post Office 
petrol vehicles is largely due to the fact that the fleet 
comprises some 18,000 vehicles, of which about half 
are postal vans. It must be borne in mind, too, that 
the lower rate of tax and insurance for electric vans, 
which arc advantages to the general commercial 
user, do not directly benefit the Post 
Office, which is a tax-free Crown 
user, and does not insure its vehicles, 
although the lower maximum speed 
is conducive to fewer 'Serious 
accidents. 

Trials were carried out with electric 
vans commencing in 1928 at Mount 
Pleasant and Leeds, where suitable 
routes were available, the former 
comprising flat routes and the latter 
some relatively hilly districts. Seven 
" Victor " vans of 15 cwt. capacity, 
one of which is shown in Fig. 5, 
were purchased for l\lount Pleasant 
and used for parcel delivery and 
collection services, involving an 
average of five stops per mile. The 
speed of these vehicles on the flat 
was 15 m.p.h. and the radius of 
operation about 20 miles per charge. 
The Leeds vans were three Electro
mobiles, two of 20 cwt. capacity and 

one of 25 cwt. capacity, having speeds of 15 m.p.h. on 
the flat. These vans were employed on services to 
the railway station, parcel delivery and collection and 
distribution of mails from and to branch offices 
with an average of four stops per mile. The service 
given by these vans at both centres wa;; so unsatis
factory and the running costs so high (approximately 
two and a-half times the average cost of an equivalent 
petrol vehicle), that it was decided in 1935 to be 
more economical to scrap them. 

The results obtained from the !\fount Pleasant 
and Leeds trials tended to show that the case for 
electric vans in the Post Office on a financial basis 
was poor. It W(\S appreciated, however, that con
siderable improvements were being made in electric 
vehicle design, and therefore in 1934: an offer of the 
loan for test purposes of a new "G.V." I-ton van 
was accepted. A similar offer was made the following 
year of a Morrison I-ton van, and this too was ac
cepted. Both vans were brought into use on letter 
and parcel work at Mount Pleasant, where they were 
found reasonably satisfactory and an improvement 
on the older Victor vans. The speed on the flat was 
about 20 m.p.h. and the mileage per charge 30 for 
both G.V. and Morrison. During the early tests 
these vans showed sufficient promise for the Post 
Office eventually to purchase them from the manu
facturers in order that the experiments could be 
continued. To obtain information on their working 
in more hilly districts, both vans were transferred 
to Leeds in 1936, but the nature of the work here 
was too severe for the required mileage per charge 
to be obtained. They were, therefore, sent in 1938 
to Southampton, but during the present year their 
conditions were such that it was considered more 
economical to scrap them. Their performance at 
Southampton was satisfactory, where on selected 
parcel delivery town routes the average speed during 
tests was higher than that of a petrol van. The costs, 
however, were considerably higher than those of 
equivalent petrol vehicles, due, no doubt, partly to 
the fact that it was not possible to allocate sufficient 

FIG. 5.-"' VICTOll" VAN-1929. 
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suitable work to tllem to enable a reasonable annual 
mileage to be covered. 

Shortly after the outpreak of the present war, it 
was decided to introduce a small fleet of nine modern 
electric vans at Manchester, where a similar number 
of petrol vans was due for replacement. The parcel 
delivery and collection services perfom1ed by these 
petrols were suitable for electrics and, in addition, 
the local electricity tariff for battery charging was 
very favourable. · The successful tenderer was 
Metropolitan Vickers ";th their 10/14 cwt. type van 
and a special body to P.O. requirements, and the 
vehicles were delivered during 1941/42. Fig. 6 shows 

FIG. 6.-" METRO· VICK." VAN-1941. 

one· of these vans, which is capable of a. speed of 
20 m.p.h. on the level, 10 m.p.h. up a gradient of 
1 in 10 and 42 miles per charge with an average of 
eight stops per mile. The body capacity is 120 
cu. ft. and the payload 6 cwt. with a crew of two. 
A series wound totally enclosed traction motor is 
employed, incorporating a relay in the field coils 
which lights a red warning lamp when the motor 
temperature exceeds 120°C. This device, although 
unnecessary at present, was desired to enable some 
experience to be gained regarding the' possible use 
of the vans later on routes which included hillier 
districts, in which event the motors would be re
placed by ones of the ventilated type. Lockheed 
hydraulic brakes. work on the four wheels and a 
mechanical hand-brake on the rear wheels only. 
The controller is operated by a foot pedal combined 
with a changeover switch and hand lever for forward 
or reverse. On full depression of the pedal the con
troller inserts three resistance stages in circuit before 
free running at half speed, with the two battery 
sections in parallel, is reached. On release of the 
pedal and again depressing, another three resistance 
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stages are inserted before full speed is attained with 
the two battery sections in .series. Lead acid batterieS 
of 40 cell, 240 Ah. capacity are fitted, three each of 
Chloride, Young and D.P. manufacture, battery 
charging being performed by nine separate Westing
house automatic metal rectifier charging sets. These 
vans are operated by women .drivers on parcel 
delivery services and collections of mail from branch 
offices in the Manchester area. Their performance 
so far has been satisfactory, and although the costs 
are somewhat higher than was anticipated, they are 
much lower than the average costs of any of the earlier 
electric vans. As in the past, however, some difficulty 

has been experienced in allocating 
sufficient journeys of suitable types 
to these vans which will result 
in the estimated annual mileage 
of 9,000 being performed. It must 
be stated, too, that present - day 
staffing problems do not permit of 
the maintenance being organised as 

efficiently as would be possible in 
normal times. 

Batteries. 

In some of the vehicles described 
above, lead acid batteries have been 
used, whereas ·others have been fitted 
with nickel iron alkaline batteries. 
The development of the former type 
has been more rapid than that of 
the latter, and this in some measure 
accounts for the fact that most 
vehicle manufacturers adopt lead 
acid batteries as standard, although 
alkaline batteries arc fitted if 
required. Each type has advantages 
over the other, the main of these 

•being mentioned below. 
The cost of the raw materials 

required for the nickel iron cell is 
considerably more than that for the 

lead acid cell and this, together with the fact 
that the normal discharge·voltages of the two types 
are l ·2 and 2·0 respectively, which makes it necessary 
to employ more nicke� iron cells, explains why for 
the same voltage and capacity the alkaline battery 
costs approximately twice that of the acid battery. 
Against this, however, the manufacturers of the 
former type guarantee their batteries for 'six or 
eight years, whereas the lead acid battery manu
facturers guarantee theirs for three years only. At the 
end of these periods the capacity 1s guaranteed not 
to fall below 80 per cent. of the nominal capacity, 
and in selecting the battery size it must be borne 
in mind, therefore, that if say, 40 miles per charge can 
be obtained with a new battery, this is likely to be 
gradually reduced to 32 miles by the end of the 
guarantee period. The nickel iron cell has advantages 
in regard to mechanical robustness and its ability 
to give almost full capacity at high discharge rates, 
whereas the capacity of the lead cell decreases rapidly 
as the discharge rate is increased. Although some 
success has been achieved in reducing the internal 
resistance of the alkaline cell, notably by the intro-



duction of the nickel cadmium type, it is neverthe
less still appreciably greater than that of the acid 
cell. For this reason the P.O. have found it necessary 
to replace alkaline batteries by acid batteries where 
short steep inclines occur on the route, these resulting 
in short duration high discharge rates and consider
able battery voltage drop. . As regards efficiency, 
that of the lead cell is about 15 per cent. higher than 
that of the alkaline cell. 

Where the mains supply is D.C., charging is per
formed from the mains by connecting a sufficient 
number of batteries in series \vith a resistance or 
by using a motor generator set. With A.C. mains, 
a motor generator or rectifier is used, the lat,ter being 
either of the metal or mercury arc type. One charging 
set is frequently employed to charge the batteries 
from a group of trucks or vans, but the use of one 
charger for each vehicle is a more efficient arrange
ment and this method is adopted for maintaining 
the batteries of the fleet of Manchester vans. At 
this centre, charging of batteries is performed by nine 
\Vcstinghouse metal rectifier 3-phase units, each 
capable of charging olle battery in nine hours. The 
charging is controlled and automatically cut off at 
th,e end of charge by a Metropolitan-Vickers M.J.V. 
type relay which is connected in the A.G. side of 
the circuit of each charger. This relay registers the 
voltage at \vhich gassing occurs and then S\vitches 
in a synchronous motor time element \vhich is set 
for the period of the required gassing charge. Damage 
to the battery due to over-heating is thereby pre
vented and at the end of charge the relay switches 
off the supply automatically. . 
Costs. 

As with petrol vehicles, the operating costs of 
electric vehicles are cOmputed under two headings, 
namely, standing charges and running costs, the 
former being independent of the mileage performed 
and the latter bearing a direct relation to the mileage 
run. 

Typical examples of some of the annual standing 
charges in regard to a 10 cwt. electric van, obtained 
mainly from actual experience with the 10/14 cwt. 
Manchester vans, are mentioned belo\v. As stated 
earlier, licences and insurance do not affect the 
Post Office, but in regard to these, the electric would 
show a saving o( about £10 per annum over an 
equivalent petrol van. Wages should .be approxi
mately equal for electric and petrol, as also would 
be the garaging costs, but the former item frequently 
introduces complications due to differing \vage scales. 
Interest and depreciation are £11 and £70 per 
annum respectively, more. than half the latter charge 
being on the battery, which costs about a quarter 
of the total vehicle cost and has a relatively short 
life. It has been authoritatively stated that the 
maintenance for a van of this type should not exceed 
about £15 per annum, but experience \Vith the 
Manchester vans has resulted in a figure more than 
double this, although it must be stated that some 
of the costs \Vere due to repairs after accidents \Vhich 

occurred before the drivers became familiar 'vith. 
the vehicles. The capital outlay in providing an 
electric fleet is about double that of a corresponding 
petrol fleet, this resulting iii high interest and de
preciation figures and consequently heavy standing 
charges. 

If the above items are accepted as standing charges 
for the electric, this vehicle is left with only the cost 
of current for charging and of tyres, as its running 
costs, and these will be dependent largely on the 
electricity tariff in force in the district where the vans 
operate. These costs for the Manchester vehicles 
work out at 0·47 and O·ld. per mile respectively for . 
an annual mileage of 7,000. The running costs for 
petrol vehicles consiSt of charges for depreciation, 
maintenance, petrol, lubricants and tyres, and 
consequently these are heavier than for electric vans. 

The average total cost per mile, including all the 
above-mentioned items except licences and in
surance, for these electric vans is approximately 5·3d .. 
for 7.000 miles per annum, but it is considered that 
in normal times 'vith better opportunities for 
organising maintenance, this could be appreciably 
reduced. It is of interest to record that the present 
cost of similar items for an equivalent postal petrol 
van is of the order of 3·7d. Nevertheless, to compare 
the two. types on this figure is unfair to the electric, 
as the duties performed are not identical in the 
t\YO cases. 

Concliesion. 

On the particular class of postal work mentioned 
earlier, where competition from petrol vans is gener
ally impracticable, the use of battery-driven trucks,. 
and in special cases of tractors, is no'v \Yell established, 
and on these routes they are givingsatisfactoryservice. 

As regards the electric vans, however, although 
the P.O. trials have not been very promising there 
are particular types of work which best suit the 
electric van. The greater reliability and improved 
performance of present day electric vehicles a.nd 
batteries are such that if proper care is given to the 
selection of running routes and they are used in 
sufficient numbers to enable specialised maintenance 
to be adopted, they can be run economically. The 
tendency to regard the electric as a rival to the petrol 
vehicle and the unfortunate consequence of comparing 
on a financial basis the operating costs of the two 
types should be avoided. There is a definite field of 
employment which best suits each type, andin making 
cost comparisons the fact is often overlooked that 
the employment schedules in the t\vo cases are very 
different, and a few electrics are frequently expected 
to sho\v costS as lo\V as the average cost of a large 
petrol fleet with its widely varying range of work and 
a highlyorganised maintenance system developed over 
a number of years. The chief difficulty as regards 
postal services is undoubtedly in organising the work 
so as to segregate the two types of duties to ensure 
that, 'vith a composite fleet, the electric van is fully 
employed .on the work to which it is best suited. 
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The Effect on Crosstalk of Repairs 
to 12-Channel Carrier Cables D. W. CHERRY. 

u.o.c. 621.395.8 
Wben repairs to carrier cables are canied out necessitating tbe replacement of existing lengths of cable, a serious worsening 
or far-end crosstalk may result.· The author giTes examples ari.d shows how, solely by adjuscment of the balancing networks, 
the crosstalk may be brought well within the speci6cation limits, even when a large number of lengths have been replaced, 

· provided carrier type cable bas been used for the repair. · 

I ntrodt1ction. 

WHEN 12-channel carrier cables are laid, 
the capacitance unbalances are measured 
at audio frequencies, and test selected joints 

made, but this is not sufficient to reduce the far-end 
crosstalk to a satisfactory level. Further improve
ment is obtained by introducing at some point in 
the repeater section, usually at the low level end, a 
nest of variable condensers arranged so that con
densers are connected bet,veen each pair and every 
other pair in the cable, i.e. for a 24-pair cable, there 
are 276 condensers. By adjusting these the far-end 
crosstalk can be reduced to satisfactory limits. 

As separate GO and RETURN cables are used, all 
circuits in the same cable have the same direction of 
transmission, so that the reduction of far-end cross
talk within cable is important. Near-end within
cable crosstalk has to be considered only in so· far 
as it may affect the far-end crosstalk by reflections 
due to impedance mismatches bet\veen the line 
and the repeater. Near-end cable-to-cable crosstalk 
must also be small, but this is not affected to any 
extent by the replacement of cable lengths, or by 
jointing operations. 

To expedite repairs, spare lengths of 24 pair/40 
P.C.Q. carrier cable are held in each Region under 
the key cable reserve scheme. These are normally 
available for immediate use for renewing faulty 
lengths in any repeater section. When jointing 
replacement lengths no audio frequency balancing 
or capacitance matching is carried out, but care is 
taken to ensure that the replacing length is jointed 
with the same crosses as the original length. This 
means that it is possible for fairly large crosstalk 
paths to be introduced. and this necessitates the 
adjustment of the variable condensers. This opera
tion is referred to a& "rebalancing" throughout 
this article and this use of the term should not be 
confused with the testing and selection of joints 
which may be carried out during the repair of audio 
frequency cables. 

This article will not deal in any detail with the 
crosstalk effects obtained, or with the testing apparatus 
usually employed, as this has already been dealt with 
very thoroughly elsewhere.l Details will be given, 
however, of the methods which. are peculiar to the 
rebalancing of a working cable, and of typical faults 
which have been found during these operations. 

TM Neeessily for Rebalancing After Repairs. 
To indicate the magnitude of the crosstalk paths 

which can be introduced by one 176-yard" length of 
cable, values are given in Table I showing (a) the 

.maximum values of capacitance unbalances and 

• 1.P.O.E.E. Papu No. 189. 
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mutual impedances bet,veen pairs in the same quad 
\Vhich are permitted in the manufacturing specifica
tion for P.C.Q. carrier cable, and (b) the maxima 
obtained frori1. a number of lengths from various 
manufacturers. For simplicity, only values bet,veen. 
pairs in the same quad are sho\vn, as these are 
normally the worst combinations. 

Characteristic 

C a p a c i t a n c e  u n 
balances in micro
microf arads 

Moduli of magnetic 
couplings in micro
henries 

TABLE I. 

Max. 
Permissiblej Typical Values 

Value I Mean of Max. of 
1 Max. Max. 

125 36 106 

0 600 ; 0 136 0 310 

These values \vould give rise to crosstalk paths 
of the following order at 60 kc/s in a cable of 140 
ohms impedance :-

/nuetoMax. 
Due to Typical permissible 

Characteristic coupling Values 

allowed in 
the Spee. 

I Mean of Max. of 
, Max. Max. 
I 

Crosstalk due to cap-
acitance unbalance 
in db. .. . . 62 72 63 

Crosstalk due to mag-
neticcouplingin db. 62 75 67 

The specification for the far-end crosstalk on a 
repeater section at 60 kc/s is that 00 per cent. of the 
values between all pairs shall not be worse than 
75 db. and that JOO per cent. of the values shall 
not be worse than 70 db. On new cables very few 
values are worse than 80 db., and an endeavour is 
made to retain this standard after repairs have 
been carried out. It will be seen that, assuming the 
original length introduced no crosstalk, it would 
be possible for one length to produce crosstalk 
which is worse than the level permitted for the whole 
section. Further, the original length may have had 
couplings of the reverse sign to those of the re
placing length, which were neutralised by adjacent 



lengths during the initiar balancing in the field, so 
that the effect of the replacing length may be worse 
than the values calculated above. 

In general, the replacement of one 176-yard length 
is ll.nlikely to cause serious interference. It would 
be desirable to carry out crosstalk tests after each 
fault,. but this is not always possible, and from 
experience . gained in the past, it is found that 
rebalancing can be postponed until at· 1east three 
lengths have been replaced. 

It should be noted, however, that one 176-yard 
length of P.C.Q. local cable may cause crosstalk 
as bad as 44 db., so that, if for any reason carrier 
c:ible is not available for restoring service at the 
time of the fault, any temporary repairs should be 
made good with P.C.Q. carrier cable as soon as 
it is possible to do so. 

· 

Testing Methods and Apparatus, 
The method of measuring crosstalk on a non 

\Vorking cable is shown schematically in Fig. 1 
together \Vith the crosstalk paths and levels at 
60 kc/s relative to I milliwatt. 
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If. only a few pairs are working in the cable it is 
po.ss1ble to carry out the rebalancing operations by 
usmg. normal apparatus, and by changing over the 
working _circuits when it is necessary to test. on 
these pairs. The method employed in practice is 
to measure the crosstalk as shown in Fig. 1, and if 
the value is worse than 80 db., the. balancing con
denser for the combination under test is adjusted 
untll minimum crosstalk is obtained. Owing to the 
poling effects introdw:ed by secondary crosstalk 
paths. if the oscillator is now connected to pair 
CD and the crosstalk is measured on AB, the same 
result is not obtained, and if this second measure
ment is worse than 80 db. the condenser is again 
adjusted until the best compromise balance is 
obtained for the two conditions. In practice the 
number of cases, out of the total of 552 readings 
�J:tere readjustment due to poling is necessaiy, 
1s small, and does not ca\lse any serious difficulty 
or delay. It is found that this procedure enables 
crosstalk to be restored to the same order as on a new 
cable. In one repeater section over 30 lengths have 
been replaced since the cable was installed, but it 

has been possible to reduce the cross
talk to the original level. 

If au the pairs in a cable are working, 
it is necessary to get two pairs released 

l I : 
: J :x.lb CAOSSTALK I l(['.'I' ..__II 
I T 
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for the cable to be re-balanced as 
described above, but it is a slow and 
laborious process. as it involves 
changing over working circuits 550 
times, and as mistakes are likely to 
occur, some interruption to working 
circuits is bound to arise. As, however, 

,� ... � ,1 L---------·-------t;--------r
T�� 
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FIG. !.-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM SHO\VING 1.{ETHOD OF 1.{EASURING 

CROSSTALK AND THE LEVELS RELATIVE TO l M\V. 
. the tests are made at 70 kc/s, which 

is above the working range, it is possible to measure 
the crosstalk on a -pair \Vhich is 'vorking provided 
that (a) the amplifier impedance is high, (b) the 
tuning is sufficiently sharp to give complete dis
crimination between a test signal of 110 db. below 
a milliwatt at 7.0 kc/s and a speech signal of 55 db. 
below a milliwatt at 60 kc/s, (c) the sensitivity is 
sufficient to give a reading with an input signal of 
70 kc/s of 0·5 microvolt. 

The measurement is made by adjusting the cross
talk meter, which is calibrated in db., until the same 
deflection is obtained with the key in either position 
I or 2. It is desirable to be able to measure values of 
far-end crosstalk down to 90 db., i.e. the level at D 
!or a section of 60 db. attenuation at 60 kc/s will be 
110 db. below I milliwatt, which means that the ampli
fier-detector must respond to a �ignal of 1 microvolt. 

If there are pairs in use, care must be taken to 
ensure that rebalancing operations 'vill not interfere 
unnecessarily with the working circuits. In the first 
place . the oscillator must be connected at the high 
level end of the section and the measurements made 
at the low level end. Assume CD is a working circuit, 
that the section has an attenuation of 60 db., and 
that cable repairs have taken place. The crosstalk 
path x may then be of the order of 60 db., so the 
level of the interference at the low level point D 
of the circuit may easily be -80 db. The repeater 
output level at C will be +5 db. and the rel'eater 
input at D -55 db. This will give a signal-to:noise 
ratio of 25 db. Although 60 kc/s is just on the 
limit of the working range, interference might be 
caused if the testing frequency \Vere somewhat. 
below 60 kc/s: The tests are, therefore, normally 
carried out at 70 kc/s where there is no possibility 
of causing interference. At this frequency the 
attenuation length may be as much as 65 db., so 
that the amplifier-detector will need to respond to 
signals of 0·5 microvolt. 

• 

The osCillator cannot be connected direct to a 
working circuit even \vhen used at a frequency above . 
the wcfrking range, as owing to the high sending level 
the repeaters would overload. It is necessary, there
fore, for one pair to be made spare. Each system 
is then patched out in turn 'vhen the pair concerned 
is being used as the disturbing circuit. The design 
of suitable filters which will make it possible to send 
on a working circuit is, ho\vever, being inveStigated. 

The measurement on Working circuits is dependent 
on the input impedance of the equaliser line amplifier 
arrangement, and the reflections at C due to the 
output impedance of the line amplifier not matching 
that of the line will also affect the result. As this 
is the working condition this is an advantage and 
has enabled apparatus faults to be found and cleared. 
Care is necessary to distinguish between crosstalk 
which has been introduced by replacement lengths 
and that due to an apparatus impedance mismatch. 
If, however, most of the readings are consistently 
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higher, or consistently lo\ver when measuring on a 
particular pair, than when disturbing on that pair, 
it is fairly certain that the cro.stalk is being affected 
by the apparatus. This method of test means that 
each working system has only to be changed over 
twice, i.e. 46 changes in all. A further difficulty 
will arise in future, as all the phantom circuits are 
likely to be used for test purposes, speaker . and 
music circuits, etc. This will mean that two pairs 
will have to be released for .the duration of the re
balancing work, unless the sending filters referred to 
above prove to be satisfactory. 

Sfmr Cables. 

For security reasons it is often undesirable for the 
terminal equipment for all pairs to be situated. in 
the same building. Arrangements are sometimes 
made, therefore, .for the equipment to be installed 
in two stations, and a spur cable provided as sho\vn 
in Fig. 2 .. 
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FIG. 2.-ScHEMATIC DIAGRAM SHO\\'ING SPUR CAELE. 

With this condition it is the practice to install the 
balancing frames for both the co and RETURN 
cables at station C, i.e. at the high level end of 
one cable. When the fault is between A and D 
or B and D the procedure is the same as above. 
When, however, the fault is between C and D. the 
rebalancing becomes more complicated. Consider 
first the direction of transmission A or B to C. It 
is desirable, to avoid delay, to have two oscillators, 
one at A and one at B. A spare pair to each place 
is essential. Measurements are made at C and the 
set calibrated from the oscillator at A, when dis
turbing on the AC pairs, and from the oscillator 
at B when disturbing on the BC pairs. This con-

. dition gives the true signal-to-noise ratio for. cross
talk between the two groups of circuits only if, 
under working conditions, the input levels at C are 
the same for both groups. It is usual to insert" 
attenuators at the sending end of the shorter group 
to adjust for the difference in attenuation of the two 
spurs. The repeater output levels at A and B can 
then both be the same. This has not always been 
done, and then the crosstalk under working con
ditions on the BC circuits from the AC circuits will 
be worse than measured as above, by the difference 
in attenuation lengths, i.e. in Fig. 2, by approxi
mately Iii db. at 60 kc/s. It will be noted that when 
disturbing en the AC circuits, and measuring on the 
BC circuits, the pairs must be terminated at B, 
so all three stations must 1!e staffed. If, as on some 
of the older cables, the balancing frames are at some 
point between C and D, then staff is required at 
four points. 
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In the rever�e direction of transmission, i.e. 
\Vhen Aand Bare at the lo\v level ends, measurements 
have to be made at A and B. When disturbing on 
a CA circuit, and measuring on a CB pair, it is neces
sary to calibrate the set by first connecting the 
oscillator to a CB circuit. This will give a correct 
signal-to-noise ratio if under working conditions the 
sending lev�ls at C on both groups of circuits are the 
same, and this is invariabJy so. Similar consideration$ 
for terminating and staffing apply as in the reverse 
direction of transmission. 

Some ca)>les are forked to three different terminal 
stations, and although this may be necessary for 
security reasons, it is very undesirable from the 
maintenance aspect. 

Balancing Condensers. 

T\vo main types of balancing condensers have 
been used in the past and both have disadvantages 
so far as rebalancing is concerned. The first type 
is a single ceramic condenser. The sign of the coupling 
for each combination decides between which two 
\Vires the capacitance must he connected. This has 
the disadvantage that replacement lengths may 
alter the sign so that condensers have to be re
\vired. For example, if a condenser had originally 
been connected between t\vO A wires, it might later 
be necessary to join it between the A of one pair 
and the B of the other. 

The second type is a differential air condenser. This 
enables the crosstalk to be balanced out whatever 
the sign \vithout re.wiring. In the zero position 
there is the same capacitance in each side of the 
condenser and this is equal to half the maximum 
value. This introduces un\vanted capacitance and 
to minimise this the smallest suitable value of a 
range of sizes is selected for each individual combina
tion. This has the disadvantage that, after a few 
repairs, it may be necessary to fit larger condensers 
for some combinations or to add fixed capacitances 
in parallel with tho existing air condensers. The 
latter alternative is the simpler in practice, if only a 
small number have to be fitted. 

These disadvantages have been overcome in the 
Post Office design of balancing frame2 which has 
been standardised for use in this country. In this 
type two ceramic condensers are fitted for each 
combination so as to give a differential arrangement. 
The unwanted condenser is set to its minimum value 
of about 10 pF, so that little unnecessary capacitance 
is introduced. Condensers large enough to cope with 
all values likely to arise are fitted initially. 

The Effect of a N1tmber of Repairs witho1tt Rebalancing. 

The effect of a number of ·repairs without re
balaricing is shown in Fig. 3. It will be seen that it 
is p,ossible for the far-end crosstalk with the balancing 
networks unadjusted to become worse than that of 
the cable alone. In the example shown, the re
balancing was delayed owing · to indecision as to 
whether certain lengths were to be replaced by 
protected cable. In the meantime fur\her lengths 

t Post Offiu Engi11eeriff1 Deporlm1t1I Specification R.C.21'1. 
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FIG. 3.-EFFECT ON DISTANT END CROSSTALK OF LARGE 
NUMBER OF REPAIRS. 

became faulty, so that an abnormal number of 
lengths were replaced before rebalancing was carried 
out. This difficulty has now been overcome by arrang
ing for all faulty lengths to be immediately replaced 
by carrier type cable. If further· investigation 
shows that protected cable is required, but plain 
cable has been used, the length is not replaced with 
protected cable until it is again faulty, except where 
the ·anticipated life is less than three years. 

FAULTS FOUND DURING REBALANCING 0PERATIO�S. 
(1) Cable other than Ca"ier Type Used. 

There 'have been occasions when carrier cable 
has not been used for a repair. With P.C.Q. trunk 
cable alternate quads have the same lay, whereas 
in carrier cable all the lays are .different. Even 
with one length o( trunk cable the crosstalk between 
quads is noticeably worse. Figure 4 shows the result 
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FIG. 4.-EFFECT ON DISTANT END CROSSTALK OF LENGTHS 
OF NaN-CARRIER TYPE CA"BLE. 

of introducing four lengths of P.C.Q. trunk and one 
of P.C.Q. local cable. . 

The crosstalk of the cable without the balancing 
networks had deteriorated by 9 db. as compared 
with the same condition before the wrong type of 
cable was installed. Unfortunately the crosstalk 
with these five wrong lengths, but with the networks 
in circuit, was not measured, but as sho\vn in Fig. 3 
this condition would probably have .been worse than 
that of the cable alone. This means that the worst 

value with networks had deteriorated at least by 
20 db. and the most probable value by 16 db. 

In favourable circumstances the length of cable 
causing the crosstalk can be localised by a cross
talk/frequency method similar in principle to that 
used in audio frequency testing. The test is some
what the same as the better known impedance/fre
quency method of fault localisation,3 except that in 
this instance the frequency interval is inversely 
proportional to the distance between two· crosstalk 
faults. It is necessary, therefore, to connect an 
artificial fault at some point. The frequency interval 
is also dependent on the cable characteristics and a 
constant for each particular cable can be found by 
connecting artificial faults at each end of two good 
pairs. The crosstalk/frequen.cy curves for an actual 
fault location are shown in Fig. 5 ; (a) and (b) 
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show the result of crosstalk measurements made with 
the artificial taclt at the near and far end of the 
line and (c) gives similar curves for a good pair 
from which the cable ·constant can be calculated. 
As the cu'rves are irregular, a better frequency 
interval is obtained by making measurements 'vith 
an artificial fault first between two A wires and then 
between the A wire of one pair and the B of the other. 
The points of interception give the frequency interval. 
The value of the capacitance for the artificial fault is 
chosen so as to give the same crosstalk/frequency 
slope on a good pair as the real fault gives on its own. 
The mean of the t'vo locations sho'vn in Fig. 5 
was 3·45 miles from the testing end. 

The only length replaced near this point was 
approximately 3·3 miles away. On investigation, 
this length was found to be P.C.Q.T. cable. 

If it is suspected that the wrong type of cable has 
been used, and an approximate localisation has 
been made, it can be confirmed without opening a 
joint, as the circumference of 24/40 carrier cable 
is about t in. greater than t.hat of 24/40 P.C.Q.T. 

(2) Crossed Wires. 
After repairs it is sometimes found that the A 

Wd B 'vires of a pair have been crossed. This gives 
rise to high crosstalk. Assume the simple condition 
of an AB ci;-oss introduced at the balancing frame. 
The \VOrst value of crosstalk on the cable alone is 
of the order of 60 db. To neutralise this." a condenser 
of 150 pF will have been fitted. The introduction 
of the AB cross will mean that these two crosstalk 
paths add instead of opposing, and the resultant 
interference will be 54 db. The most pnbable 
value due to a cross at this. point will be about 63 db. 
In practice crosses may occur at any joint in the 
cable. The resultant crosstalk is likely to be some
what better than in the above. example, but a worst 
value of 60 db. is not abnormal. As rebalancing is 
.carried out only after at least three repairs, the 
need for avoiding crosses can readily be seen. If a 
cross is found during the tap-through tests, it should 
be taken out at the joint where the mistake has 
been made. 

(3) Incorrect Connection of Test Circuits. 
Intermediate repeater stations are usually un

attended, and test and alarm circuits are extended 
to attend_ed repeater stations. This is usually done by 
the phantom circuit derived from one pair and earth. 

On one repeater section the cable had been re
balanced with both the disturbing and disturbed 
pairs freed from all equipment. Crosstalk measure
ments were then made with the disturbed pair 
working normally, and were found to have de
teriorated by about 20 db. Investigations showed that 
the trouble was due to the test circuit arrangements. 
The crosstalk paths are shown in Fig. 6. · 

• Interference takes place between the disturbing 
pair and the circuit made up of the test phantom 
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and earth. This by-passes the repeater and a cross
talk path exists to any other pair at the low level 
side of the repeaters. The interference is amplified 
S£CTION I AECClvt StNO 

EARTH PHANTOM CONNDOON 

SCCTION Z 

'---·----
N1•N2-G4� -

DISTURBtO PA1R--

PAIR•!ARTH 
PHNITtN 

FIG. 6.-EFFECT ON CROSSTALK OF EARTH PHANTOM CON

NECTION \VHEN CABLE LINKS INSERTED AT REPEATER STATION. 

and appears as far-end crosstalk at the high level 
side. The sum of the paths N1 and N2 may be about 
110 db., while the gain of the amplifier is of the 
order of 60 db. This means that the far-end cross
talk may be reduced to 50 db. The worst case 
me<!sured \vas 59 <lb. and the most probable value 
64 db., but only '23 combinations were measµred 
and it is probable that \vorse values existed. 

A high frequency choke \vhich should have been 
fitted at X (Fig. 6) had been omitted. This would 
introduce a further loss o{ about 40 db. in .the cross
talk paths and the interference \vould then have 
been negligible. 

When a number of spare pairs exist one o{ these 
may be used for the test circuit. The pair in the lo\v 
level cable on one· side of an unattended station is 
connected to the low level cable on the other side. 
Similarly, the test pairs in the two high lev�I cables 
are joined together. If, however, high and low level 
cables are linked conditions similar to those described 
above are obtained. In one instance this wa� done 
and although no measurements \Vere made the cross
talk was sufficiently bad for some o( the channels 
to be unworkable. 
Conclusion. 

It has been shown that if repairs are not carried 
out correctly,. or the rebalancing of carrier cables is 
neglected, excessive crosstalk will soon develop but, 
with proper attention, interference can be reduced 
to a satisfactory level. The introduction of 24-
channel working will mean that still closer attention 
will have to be given to rebalancing work, but no 
difficulty is anticipated in maintaining a high 
standard of crosstalk immunity. 

In conclusion, thanks are due to the staff of the 
Engineer-in-Chief's Cable Test Section, whose work 
and experence have ,provided the data for the 
examples quoted, and in particular to Mr. A. A. F. 
Everett for the preparation of the diagrams. 



Notes and Comments 

Roll of Honour 

The Board of Editors deeply regrets to have tO record the deaths of the follo,ving members of the Engineering 
Department :- · 

f.Vhile scrvi11q 1c1itli the Ar111ed Forces, i11cl1tdi11g f/0111e Gt1ard. 

Aberdeen Telephone Area.. Bewick, C. Unestablished Skilled Workman 

Birmingham Telephone Area Leworthy, L. W ... 
Birmingham Telephone Area Murray, E. J. 

Skilled Workman, Class II 
Unestablished Skilled Workman 

Birmingham Telephone Area Poulton, W. A. 
Bristol Telephone Area . . Wilson, A. J. F. 

Unestablished Skilled Workman 
Inspector 

Cambridge Telephone Area Joplin, J. H. 

Edinburgh Telephone Area Smith, S ... 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

Engineering Department 

Engineering Departmcn t 

Engineering Departlnent 

Engineering Department 
Engineering Department 

Engineering Department 
Exeter 1'elcphone Area 

Exeter T elcphone Area 

Glasgow Telephone Area 

Glasgow Telephone Area 

Glasgow Telephone Area 

Leicester Telephone Area .. 

London Telecommunications 
Region 

London Telecommunications 
Region 

London Telecommunications 
Region 

London Telecommunications 
Region 

London T elecomm unica tions 
Region 

Bardsley, V. 

Bolam, W. H. 

Heasman, E. E. 

Motor Mechanic .. 

Clerical Officer 

Clerical Officer 

Procter, N. W. Unestablished Skilled Workman 
Spillett, L. F. S. R. Unestablished Skilled Workman 

Wood, G. F. Unestablished Skilled Workman 
Colwell, A. W. J... Skilled Workman, Class I 

Sabine, D. S. 

Baxter, J. F. 

Unestablished Draughtsman 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

Landies, W. L. H. B. Unestablished Skilled Workman· 

Prior, J. F. 

Rudkin, S. I. 

Allden, B. E. E. 

Bennett, F. C. 

Bond, S. G. 

Cameron, E.T. 

Carpenter, R. F . .. 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

Unestablished Skilled Workman 

Unestablished Skilled Workman 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

Unestablished Skilled Workman 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

Unestab!ished Skilled Workman 

Sergeant Pilot, Royal Air 
Force 

Sergeant, Kings Regiment 
Pilot Officer, Royal Air 

Force 
· 

Sergeant, Royal Air Force 
Sergeant, Royal Corps of 

Signals 
Captain, Royal Army 

Service Corps 
Lance Sergeant, Royal 

Corps of Signals 
Chief l\Iotor Mechanic, 

Royal Navy 
Sergeant Pilot, Royal Air 

Force 
Private, Gordon High

landers 
Sergeant, Royal Air Force 
Craftsman, Royal Electri

cal and l\Iechanical 
Engineers 

Able Seaman, Royal Navy 
Flight Sergeant, Royal Air 

Force 
Flight Sergeant, Royal Air 

Force 
Corporal, Royal Corps of 

Signals 
Flying Officer, Royal Air 

Force 
Corporal, Royal Corps of 

Signals 
Pilot Officer, Royal Air 

Force 
Warrant Officer, Royal 

4<\.ir Force · 

Company Quarter Master 
Sergeant, Royal Corps 
of Signals 

Sergeant Navigator, Royal 
Air Force 

Signalman, Royal Corps 
of Signals 

Sergeant, Royal Air Force 

London Telecommunications 
Region 

Cracknell, H. E . .. 

Cramp, A. J. 

Hayward, R. F. 

Unestablished Skilled Workman Sergeant, Royal Air Force 

London Telecommunications 
Region 

London Tclecomn1unications 
Region 

London T elecon1munications 
Region 

London Telecommunications 
Region 

Ne\vton, !{, H. 

Peek, E. P. H. 

Skilled Workman, Class II

Unestablished Skilled Workman 

Unestablished Skilled Workman 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

Petty Officer, Royal Navy 

Pilot Officer, Royal Air 
Force 

Aircraftman Class II, 

Royal Air Force · 

Flight Sergeant, Royal 
Air Force 
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London Telecommunications 
Region 

London Telecommunications 
Region 

Petts, L. A. H. 

Powell, H. G. C. 

Unestablished Skilled Workman Sergeant, Royal Air Force 

Unestablished Skilled Workman 

London Telecomn1unications 
Region 

Puddephat, L. T... Unestablished Skilled Workman 

Sergeant Flight Engineer, 
. Royal Air Force 

Pilot Officer. Royal Air 
Force 

London Telecommunications 
Region 

London Telecommunications 
· Region 
London Telecommunications 

Region 
London Telecommunications 

Region· 
London Telecommunications 

Region 
London Telecommunications 

Region 
Manchester Telephone Area 

Manchester Telephone Area 

Randolph, W. 

Rogers, D. R. 

Shattock, ] . L. 

Stewart, W. T. 

Watts, T. R. 

Willett, F. ]. 

Bates,] . .. 

Wood, F. E. 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

Unestablished Skilled Workman 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

·unestablished Skilled Workman 

Flying Officer, Royal Air 
Force 

Pilot Officer, · Royal Air 
Force 

Flying Officer, Royal Air 
Force 

2nd Lieutenant, Army Air 
Corps 

Bombardier, Royal Artil
lery 

Sergeant, Royal Air Force 

Lance Sergeant, Royal 
Corps of Signals 

Signalman, Royal Corps 
of Signals 

Oxford Telephone Area Liebermann, W. C. Unestablished Skilled Workman Pilot Officer, Royal Air 
Force 

Peterborough 
Area 

Telephone Maxey. H. 

Peterborough Telephone 
Area 

Preston T clephone Area .. 

Rowland, G. R. 

RobiJ�son, H. 

Sheffield Telephone Area . . Marshall, H. 
Shrewsbury Telephone Area Machin, L. W. 

Skilled Workman, Class II 

Skilled Workman, Class I 

Unestablished Skilled Workman 

Labourer .. 
Skilled Workman, Class I 

Sergeant, Royal Army 
Service Corps 

Flying Officer, Royal Air 
Force 

Lance Sergeant, Royal 
Corps of Signals 

Sergeant, Royal Artillery 
Flying Officer, Royal Air 

Force 
Southampton Telephone Spence, K. H. Y ... Skilled Workman, Class II 

Unestablished Skilled Workman 

Signalman, Royal Corps 
of Signals Area . 

Tunbridge Wells Telephone 
Area 

Recent Awards 

Garner, W. F. Sergeant, Royal Air Force 

· The Board of Editors has learnt with great pleasure of the honours recently conferred on the following 
members of the Engineering Department :-

· 

While serving with the Arnied Forces, including /Jome Gtta1d. 

Birmingham Telephone Area Thirks, R. D. . . Inspector .. 

Engineering Department Ogden, R. S. I.. . Inspector ... 

Engineering Department Wood, G. H. Mechanic I/C, 
Grade III 

Liverpool Telephone Area .. Urwin, R. L. Unestablished 

Leicester Telephone Area .. Graham, J. W ... 
Draughtsman 

Labourer .. 

London Telecommunications Ball, D. A. J. W. Unestablished 
Region ·Skilled Workman 

Londo n Telecommunications B,ll, D.S. Unestablished 
Region Skilled Workman 

London Telecommunications Howes, E.]. Skilled Workman, 
Region Class II 

London Telecolll!llunications Mitchell, E. A ... Skilled Workman, 
Region Class II 

London Telecommunications Nicholls, J. E . . • Skilled Workman, 
Region · Class II 

00 

Flight Lieutenant, 
Royal Air Force 

Captain, Royal 
Corps of Signals 

Pilot Officer, Royal 
Air Force 

Sergeant, Royal Air
Force 

Lance Sergeant, 
Royal Artillery 

Flight Sergeant, 
Royal Air Force 

Flying Officer, Royal 
Air Force 

Pilot Officer, Royal 
Air Force 

Sergeant, Royal 
Corps of Signals 

Corporal, Roral 
Corps of Signals 

Distinguished 
Flying Cross 

�{entioned in 
Despatches 

Distinguished 
Flying Medal 

Distinguished 
Flying Medal 

Mentioned in 
Despatches 

Distinguished 
· Flying Medal 

Distinguished 
· Flying Cross 

Distinguished 
Flying Cross 

Mentioned in 
Despatches 

Military Medal 



Middlesbrough Telephone Dobson,R.S.L.B. Skilled Workman, Major, Corps of �fentioned in 
Area Class II Military Police Despatches 

Newcastle-on - Tyne Tele- Petrie, W. Skilled Workman, Sergeant, Royal �Ientioned in 
phone Area Class I Corps of Signals Despatches 

Plymouth Telephone Area Stokes, E. F. J. Skilled Workman, Flight Sergeant, Mentioned in · 

Class II Royal Air Force Despatches 
Scottish Region Wood, E.W. Regional Motor Lieut. Colonel, Royal Mentioned in 

Transport Officer Engineers' Postal Despatches 
Service 

Sheffield Telephone Area .. ·Rae, H. S. Skilled Workman, Sergeant, Coldstream Mentioned in 
Class II Guards Despatches 

Stoke-on-Trent Telephone Savage, G. H. R. Unestablishe4 Corporal, Royal Military Medal 
Area Skilled Workman Corps of Signals 

Regional Notes 
Home Counties Region 

ERECTION OF DOUBLE-SPLICED 113-FT. POLES. 
An interesting job has just been completed in the 

Bedford Area "·hich involved the erection of four poles 
105 ft. in ·height above ground level, to carry a radio 
aerial. 

The poles \Vere specially requisitioned as 113 ft. 
poles, fron1 the Stores Department, via the Engineer-. 
in-Chief. This length allO\\'ed for S ft. in the ground, 
leaving the required 105 ft. in height. Three poles 
matched and ready cut for splicing \Vere supplied for 
each 1nast, the three individual poles being made up of: 
One 55 S, one 45 i\l, and one 24 L. 

The poles 'vere scarfed and bored at the 
_
pole depot 

before dispatch and each half of the scarf \vas marked 
with a number so that the poles could be readily assem
bled on site. It \Vas found after assembling that, 
partly O\ving to \var-timc poles and partly to the angle 
at \Vhich the scarfs had been cut, some of the poles 
presented a rather crooked appearance. Part of this 
crookedness \Vas taken out by careful adjustment at 
the splices and in one case by changing the 24 ft. 
top pole for a better one from a local pole stack, \vhich 
\Vas scarfed locally to match. 

Each mast \\'as bolted together on the groun·d, pole 
steps fitted to \vithin 10 ft. of the ground-line, and 
aerial attachment and stays fixed. Three stays \Vere 
fixed at each splice, spaced for ground· attachment at 
120°, \vith four stays at the top of the mast, the addi
tional stay being used to take the aerial strain. The 
splices \Vere strengthened by three bands instead of 
the usual t\vo, the bands being made by a local black
smith. 

It \Vas seen that the poles tended to bend in more 
than one direction. These tendencies appeared to be 
rectified by blocking or rolling to a nc\v position. It 
\\'as therefore apparent that any lifting strain must 
be evenly distributed. To enable this to be done, t\VO 
straps of 7/8 stay-\\•ire \\'ere used to provide three points 
of attachment of the lifting tackle, one end of each 
strap being attached bct\vccn the t\VO splices and the 
other ends to the top and bottom con1ponent poles. 
The ends of a sling .formed of 7/8 stay-\vire \\'ere then 
attached to the straps and a snatch-block fitted to run 
heely on the sling. 

!•or the actual ere"ction of the masts, t\\·o derricks 
\\·ere used, the first being erected about 65 ft. in front 

· 01, and the second about 40 ft. to the rear of, the iµast 
�1te. 

On the first derrick a double and treble set of main 
rope tackle, with lufi tackle, \Vas mounted in the stan-

<lard \vay, the double block of the main tackle being 
attached to the snatch-block fitted to the previously
mentioned 7/8 'vire sling. The snatch-block, being· free 
to run on the sling, gave a self-adjusting lift on the mast. 
The mast \Vas then raised to a position making an 
angle of about 26° \Vith the ground line, 'vith the butt 
'"itbin a foot of the bottom of the hole. At this stage 
side guys \Vere made fast. 

On the second derrick three sets of tackle 'vere used. 
A single 2-in. rope attached near the top of the mast 
\Vas supported at the derrick head in a single block so 
arranged that the rope 'vould lift clear as the mast 
'vas "raised. A 3-in. single and double tackle \Vas rigged 
bet\veen the top splice and the' derrick and a 3-in 
double and treble tackle bet\veen the bottom splice 
and the derrick. The running ends \Vere taken do,vn 
the derrick via snatch-blocks to luff tackles. The 
falls of these tackles 'vere bent to the lorries, 'vhich 
\Vere operated in reverse gear for hauling. · 

As soon as the \Veight \Vas taken b y thesecond derrick, 
the first derrick '..vas cleared and the mast \vas taken 
up into position under the control of one man signalling 
to the lonies. The top stays \Vere used as guy lines 
as the pqle 'vent up. All the stays 'vere broken up into 
20 to 30 ft. lengths by W.T. insulators, U-bolt clips 
being used for making-off the \vire at each insulator. 
7/14-strand G.I. \vire \Vas used for the stays, and normal 
terminations on the poles 'vere made. 

Very careful adjustments 'vere necessary to individual 
tensions of each of the ten stays to keep the masts as 
straight as possible, it being found that the masts 
\vould easily buckle at the splices if the tensions \Vere 
not correct and the final job \vould not have been 
shipshape and Bristol fashion. 

Altogether an interesting \Vork and one 'vhich demon
strates the versatility of the Post Office staff· and the 
ability to cope \vith any: demand on their services. 

E.H.P. 
E.T. G. 

ERECTION OF 4/40 SP + 490/20 AERIAL CABLE. 
To meet demands for defence circuits in the Oxford 

Area· it \Vas necessary to provide quickly 101 miles of 
4/40 SP+490/20 cable. Only Ii miles of duct sp�ce 
\\•as available and in vie\\' of the urgency of the reqture� 
ment it \Vas decided to lay ·7i miles of tape-protected 
cable in the ground and to the remaining 1. n1iles 
on existing pole line. The cable has a diameter 
of 2·72 in'. and \Veighs 26·47 C\vt. per 100 yards. As 
this cable \Vas larger than any \vhich had been erected 
before, the follo,ving notes may be of interest. 
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The cable was above the maximum weight that can 
b e  supported by a single 7 /8 wire and the E.-in-C. de
cided that a double-wire suspension support should 
be used. The main wire was erected in the normal 
manner and the second wire (7/13 steel) was run-out 
along the line and enclosed in the cable-rings as they 
were attached to the main wire. \Vhen the ringing 
had been completed, the lighter wire was tensioned to 
a predetermined value so that its sag was slightly 
_greater than that of the main wire. At the ends of 
each span the two wires were clamped together. The 
cable was then drawn into the rings and on completion 
of the cabling the lighter wire was located at the top 
of the inside of the eye of the rings immediately below 
the main wire. In this manner the stress imposed by 
the cable is distributed between the two wires. 

Officers from the Construction Branch of the E.-in-C.'s 
Office attended during the progress of the cable 
erection, which was carried out by Standard Tele
phones & Cables, Ltd. The photograph indicates the 

FIG. 1.-AEmAL CADLE AT "TnnoucH" POLI> 

position at a through pole on the line. Two methods 
of attaching the rings were tried, as the E.-in-C. desired 
to obtain information of the relative merits of the two 
methods. 

S. E.N. 

SHIFTING MAIN AERIAL CABLE ROUTE. 
Due to the County Council concerned having acquired 

land to improve a dangerous bend in a main 
road, a request was made to set back to a new fence 
line three stout poles situated on a high bank, which 
it was necessary to excavate to improve the vision 
round the bend. Carried on these poles were 16-100 lb. 
<:Opper wires and a 216/20 main �erial cable supported 

by a 7 /S strand steel wire, pulled up to a tension of 
6,000 lb. 

Ordinarily the method adopted would have been 
to provide a new length of cable, cut and re-terminate 
the steel suspension strand spans and fit three stays 
to each pole. This method would have been costly, 
and in addition intermittent interruption to important 
circuits working in the cable could not be ruled out. 

It was therefore decided that an endeavour should 
be made to shift the cable intact, this being done in 
the following order :-
0 peralion I. 

Preparing new section of pole line-transferring of 
O.H. wires-stripping of old poles on sites and slackening 
of cable bracket bolts between the two points of ter
mination. 
Ope,.alioii 2. 

Rigging up main blocks and tackle. Treble block 
fitted to head of gallows stay-pole and double block 
carried across road and fixed to steel suspension wire 
at a point. near cable bracket. Running end of main 
tackle to luff tackle via snatch-block at base of ,;tay-pole. 
Operalioii 3. 

The weight of the cable on release from the old pole 
was taken by fitting a snatch-block between the steel 
suspension wire and an over-road stay-wire. ,\s the 
known weight of the cable is 14. cwt. per JOO yds. it 

·was quite apparent, even though supported by the 
over-road stay, that on release a c.:ertain amount of 
sag would result, which woulcl require lifting to its new 
position. A guy line was therefore fixed on tlu: off-side 
ol the new pole and a light set of blocks and tackle 
fitted between the head of the new pole and the steel 
suspension -wire, the running end taken via a snatch
block at the base of the new pole. 
operation 4. 

Release of the suspension wire from its old fixing was 
effected by a pull on the luff tackle. The cable now 
held, allowed removal of the old pole. Simultaneous 
release of the main tackle together with a steady pull 
on the lifting tackle worked effectively, as within a 

matter of minutes the suspension \\"ire was seated 
comfortably in its new position m\ the new pole. These 
operations were repeated at each point affected. 
Operation 5. 

Slack suspension wire and cable accumulated was 
distributed equally between the two terminating 
points and effected by rigging up light sets of block and 
tackle at each pole in tum--one set either side of the 
cable brackets-the suspension steels lifted and cased 
through. 

O.J. W. 



Staff Changes. 
Promotions 

Nam e Region 
Area Engr. to Asst. T.11f. 
IG!gour, A. . . . . S�ot. Reg. to Glasgo'v 
Asst. Engr. to Exec. Engr. 
Reed, R. E ... 
Crook, H. G.•• .. 
Stanbury, H. c. o . . .  
Partridge, F. V. . . 
Arnold, \V. H.•• 
Trott, L. ]. .. 

W. & B. C. Reg. 
H.C. Reg. to Scot. Reg. 
l\ilid. Reg. to Scot. Reg. 
L.T.R. .. 
i\Iid. Reg. 
W. & B.C. Reg. to S.W. 

Jeffs, H. 

�'IcLean, H ... 
Dolton, H. ]. 

Reg ... 
W. & B.C. Reg. to 

N.E. Reg. 
)r.E. Reg. 
E.-in-C.0. 

Chief lusp. to Asst. 1-..-ugr. 
\Vat ling, G. 1�. C. L.T.R . .. 
Smart , H. \\'. S.\V. H.eg. to \.Y. & B.C. 

Emery, E. A. 
Dugg an, \\'. G. 
Fox, \V. l-L . . 
Eagle, H. J. ,q 
Do herty, G ... 

Reg . .. 
L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O . .. 
Scot. Reg. to 1\'lid. Reg. 
E.-in-C.O. 
L.T.H . .. 
l\.E. Heg. to W. & B.C. 

Edward�. A. G. . . 
Broadhur�t. ]. I-I . .. 
;\Iurray. j. B. . . 
Co nnelly, A. E. 
\\'ear n, H.. (;, O. ** . .  
Tipple, J. \\', .. 
Attwood, J. \V. A ... 

Reg. . . .. .. 
Scot. Hcg. to E.-in-C.0. 
Scot. H.cg. to E.-in-C.0. 
E.-in-C.O. 
X. Ire. Reg. to E.in-C.O. 
:\lid. Reg. 
X.\V. Reg. to i\'lid. Reg. 
E.-in-C.O. 

Chief I nsp. to ,.i sst. Sales I uvestigatiou Officer. 
Bake r ,  E. C. . . E.-in-C.0. to P.H .. D. 
Chief lnspr. to Chief lnspr. witli Alice. 
Sm ith, .A. l�. . . H.C. Reg. 
Draughts11uo1, Class I, to Senior Drauglllnnan. 
Soper, W. A. L.T.!( . .. 
l11sp. to Chief lusp. 
Cooke, E. }[. 

Garner, B . .. 
B ishop, ]. E. 
Coster, F. A. J. 
St iles , 0. A. •• 
l\io\vbray, A. H. 
Bryan, ll. H t 
Cox, E. B . . . 
Barrass, ] . A. 
Cooper, N. A. 

S impso n, E. 
King, J. W. G. 
Halliday, C. L. 

S.\V. Reg. 
\V. & B.C. Reg. 
1\·lid. Reg. 
E:-in-C.O. 
1::.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.0. 
:N.\V. Hcg. to Scot. Reg. 
\V. & B.C. Reg. to 

Scot. H.cg. 
7vlid. ]{cg. to Scot . Reg. 
L.T.R. . . 
\V. & B.C. Reg. to N.\V. 

Date 

21.1.44 

12.3.44 
5.3.44 
5.3.44 

16.3.44 
16.4.44 

16.4.44 

26.4.44 
1.4.44 

25.4.44 

16.3.44 

16.4.44 
7.5.44 
9.4.44 
3.3.44 

24.3.44 

8.4.44 
2.4.44 

26.3.44 
6.3.44 
9.5.44 

14.6.44 
14.5.44 
28.3.44 

1.3.44 

24.4.44 

31.1.44 

27.2.44 
20.1.44 
23.2.44 

1.3.44 
6.3.44 
1.3.44 
6.3.44 
6.3.44 
2.4.44 

16.4.44 
9.4.44 
1.2.43 

Loughlin, J. ]. 
Abbotts, G. E. 
Parker, A. A. E. 
Hunter, Vil. J. 

]{cg . .. 
Scot. i{t•g-. 
H.C. Reg. . ., 

16.4.44 
2,8.4.44 

8.4.44 
L.T.R. .. 
N.E. H.cg. 

** .i\1obilisccl. 

16.3.44 
5.4.44 

Name 

Waterman, \V. R ... 
Price, S. E . .  . 
Greaves, H .. . 
Body, G. E. H. 
Trott, S. L ... 

Porter, J. �f. 

Wood, S. P. 
I{iff, N. C . .. 

Region 
L.T.R. .. 
L.T.R. .. 
N. Ire. Reg. 
S.W. Reg. 
S.W. Reg. 
N. Ire. Reg. 

L.T.R. .. 
L.T.R. .. 
L.T.R. .. 

Date 

24.3.44 
14.5.44 

9.5.44 
20.4.44 
14.5.44 
12.5.44 

29.1.44 
1.3.44 

20.3.44 Haley, H. H. J. . . 
Duncanson,R. \V. •• \V. & B.C. Reg. to N.E. 

Reg ... 
Hudson, C. E. 
Price, A. A . . •  

N.E. Reg. .. . . 
3.1.44 
3.1.44 

14.5.44 N.\V. Reg. to Scot. Reg. -

S. rV. l lo Inspr. 

Flanagan, E. G. E.-in-C.O. · 

Chadburn, C. G. E.-in-C.O. 
Hinchcliife, R. ''· E.-in-C.O. 
Crook, S. •• E.-in-C.O. 

Symons, G. E.•• E.-in-C.O. 
Scanlan, F. J. E.-in-C.0. 
Evans, H. \V. E.-in-C.O. 
Salter, F. C. E.-in-C.O. 
i\Ioulds, R. E. E.-in-C.O. 
\Vatkins, A. H. E.-in-C.O. 
Terrington, D. G.••. E.-in-C.0. 

Pharoah, l{. C. A.•• E.-in-C.0. 
Longmore, D. S. ••. . E.-in-C.0. 
\Vyness, A. \V. •• . • E.-in-C.O. 
Tribe, H. T. E.-in-C.0. 

Partington, E. \f. E.-in-C.O. 
\Valker, N. . . Scot. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 
Tarbet, A. G. Scot. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 

Hardie, ] . B. Scot. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 
Gill, T. N.E. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 
Peak, C. H.. . H.C. Reg. to E.-in-.C.O. 
Thomson, D. Scot. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 

Da,ves, 0. !{. H.C. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 
Myerson, R. J. W ... H.C. Reg. to E.-!n-C.O. 
In,•in, A. N. \V. Reg. to E.-10-C.O. 
Roberts, �I. E. N.\V. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 

Higson, R. P. N.\\�. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 
Cunnington, J. L. \V. & B.C. Reg. to 

Sutcliffe, N ... 
\Vilson, J. . . 
Green, D. 
Smith, G. E. 
Fo\\•ler, R. H. Q. 
Sale, I{. \V . • .  

Hughes, A. V. 
l{itchenn, R. G. 
Sn1ith, 1{. \V. 
l\'[oxon, R. L. 
.Ash\\•el1, ] . L. 1(. 
Jefferys, J. G. 
E n1n1ett, 1(. F. 

E.-in-C.0. 
N.E. Reg. to E.-in-C.0. 
N.E. "Reg. to E.-in-C.0. 
N.E. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 
N.E. Reg. to E .-in-C .0 . 
H.C. Reg. to E.-in-C.0. 
N.\:V. Reg. to E.-in-C.0. 
N.\V. Reg. to E.-in-C.0. 
H.C. Reg. to E.-in-C.0. 
N.E. Reg. to· E.-in-C.0. 
N. W. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 
N.E. Reg. to E.-in-C.0. 
Test Section {Ldn.) .. 

L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O. 

Jlfecll .. I/C Grade I lo Tecli. Asst. 

Jenkinson, \V. • . Birmingham 

5.3.44 
11.3.44 
10.1.44 
13.2.44 
13.2.44 
13.2.44 

6.2.44 
16.1.44 
6.10.43 

17.10.43 
9.1.44 
9.1.44 
9.1.44 
9.1.44 

10.2.44 
9.1.44 
2.4.44 

19.3.44 
12.3.44 

5.3.44 
5.3.44 
5;1.44 

27.2.44 
14.5.44 
26.3.44 
26.3.44 
26.3.44 

30.4.44 
13.2.44 
17.1.44 
13.2.44 

5.3.44 
27.2.44 

2.4.44 
2.4.44 

20.2.44 
27.2.44 

1.4.44 
20.2.44 

11.10.43 
17.4.44 

26.4:44 

t O n  loa n to another Governn1ent Department. Promoted in absentia. 
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Retirements 
Name Region 

AreaEngr. 

McDonald, C. G. A. W. & B. C. Reg. 
Graham, R. B. . . N.E. Reg. 

Asst. Engr. 

Bro\vning, ·w. H. . . L.P.R. . . 
Woodhouse, B. W . .. E.-in-C.0. 
Deakin, R. E. . . H.C. Reg. 

Chief Insp. with Allee. 

Cornish, G ... 
Perkins, B. H. 

,; H.C. Reg. 
H.C. Reg. 

Date 

9.3.44 
31.3.4,4 

4.3.44 
31.3.44 
13.4.44 

23.3.44 
23.4.44 

Name Region Date 

C/iief Insp. 

Akester, G. B. N.E. Reg. 4.4.44 
Jacobs, G. E. J. S. W. Reg. 22.5.44 

lusp. 

Grant, C. N.E. Reg. 18.2.44 
Mattison, J. G. L.T. R. 12.3.44 
Mihvood, W. E. H.C. Reg. 20.3.44 

Allen, A. G. R. L.T.R. 23.3.44 
Lown, S. J ... N.W. Reg. 25.3.44 
Perry, W. H. W. & B.C. Reg. 31.3.44 

Hammond, F. R. N.W. Reg. 2.4.44 
Farr, A. G. K. S.W. Reg. 27.4.44 

Transfers 

Name Region Date Name Reg ion Date 
--·-- - - - ------·---

l11sp. Exec. Engr. 

Harmston, A. T. 

Asst. Engr. 

Ba,vtree, K. 0. 
Osborne, A. D. 
Whittingham, L. 

L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O. 16.4.44 Noble, \V. A. 
Prickett, S. L. 

Harbord, C ... 

E.-in-C.O. to Scot. Reg. 
E.-in-C.O. to L.T.R. .. 
E.-in-C.O. to W. & B.C. 

19.3.44 
2.4.44 

Chief Insp. 

Shipley, F. H. 
Cook, A. C. 
Walker, R. C. W. 

Name 

Chief Insp. 

Tonkinson, G. 

E. -in-C. O. to L. P. R. . .  
E.-in-C.O. to Mid. Reg. 

Mid. Reg. to W. & B.C. 
Reg . .. 

Scot."Reg. to N.W .. Reg. 
E.-in-C.O. to Scot. Reg. 

N.W. Reg. to L.T.R. . . 

Region 

6.3.44 
1.4.44 

23.4.44 

26.3.44 
1.5.44 

14.5.44 

Date 

9.5.44 

Purves, R. F. 
Do\vden, B. F. 
Chinchen, H. 

Tecli. Asst. 

Pounder, L .. . 

Deaths 

Name 

lnsp. 

\.Vilson, A. J. F. 

D av id, A. J. 

Reg . .. 
�fid. l�eg. to E.-in-C.O. 
L.T.R. to E.-in-C.0 . .. 
E.-in-C.0. to H. C. Reg. 

B irn1inghan1 to Leeds .. 

Region 

S.\:V. H.cg. (on :\·lilit ary 

30.4.44 
1.5.44 
1.5.44 

21.5.44 

26.4.44 

Date 

Service) 27 .2.44 
W. & B. C. Reg. 18.3.44 

CLE RICAL GRADES 
Retirement 

£.0. 

Bayly, A. E. • . E.-in -C.O. 31.5.44 
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•�···················· THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPM�NT CO. LTD. 

Winder House, Douclas Street, London, S.W.I Phone : VICtoria 3404-8 

YllDE·RAllGE TRAllSFORNERS 
TYPES D-106 & D-139 
For Modem Ccmmunications Equipment 

•FREQUENCY (HARACTERISTICS 
Practically linear from the lower audio frequencies to over 
IOO Kc/s. 

•IMPEDANCE RATIOS 
Many impedance ratios are available, from I : x to 500: x. 

•POWER 
Types D-I 39 will hand.le up to one watt AC power above 40 c.p.s. 
Types D-106 are desig ied as input and interstage uansformers 
wheze the power is negligible. 

•SCREENING 
All types double screened, against electromagnetic and electro
static interference. 

• DIMENSJONS 
2j'x 3l" x 3• high overall. 

• WEIGHT 2i lb. 

Full i11fom1atio11 is givrn in Bulletill B-538-A wlzicl1 will gladly be smt on request. 

MUIRHEAD AND CCMPANY LIMITED, ELMERS END, BECKENHAM, KENT. BECKENHAM 0041-0042 FOR OVER 60 YEARS DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF PRECISION INSTRUMENTS 
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vTheLight 
In peaceful To-morrow, we must not grope in the darkness of Ignorance or stumble in the 
labyrinth of Misunderstanding. And we shall not. For the light of Victory that gleams ever 
brighter, is also the light that has shown us the errors of Yesterday. We. face a future of new ideas 
and new ideals. It is to be our reward for long years soured by the bitterness of Wa:r ... The 
creative genius of electrical science has not slept through the agony of conflict. It has never 
paused since the �ays of Ohm and Watt, Franklin and Faraday, Cavendish and Kelvin. It did not 
cease even when the wonder of ship talking to ship, plane to plane, and nation to nation had 
been achieved. It continues to flourish and fill with awe and admiration, all those who witness its 
work. And proud of their place in the field of electrical science a:re A.T.M. Engineers who, in 

developing still further those inventions which help neighbour talk t o  neighbour, hope thereby 
to further the cause of Freedom. 

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ·ELECTRIC · CO. LTD. 
MANUFACTURERS OF AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT, CARRIER TELEPH.ONE EQUIPMENT, 
A.T.M. REMOTE CONTROL EQUIPMENT, ELECTRO-MATIC VEHICLE ACTUATED TRAFFIC 

SIGNALS, MINE SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT, RYTHMATIC CONTROL, A.T.M. STREET FIRE ALARM 

EQUIPMENT, AND APPARATUS INVOLVING LIGHT-CUR.RENT SIGNALLING TECHNIQUE • 

.Eo11do11 & .Eiverrol 

�@ s 



It is notewonhy where Tudor accumulators are 

to be found fulfilling the most imponant duties: 

over 500 British Power Stations installed Tudor. 

Many Tudor installations rank among the largest 

in the land and have an ·enviable reputation for 

long-lived reliability. No matter whether they 

were installed onJy yesterday, or over thirty 

vi 

E.DEOERICK SMITH ·� co LTD c•-poroccd '" TM London £/e<1r/c) . IJ"ft 
• Gr • • Win ,_,,,. ottd Smiths, limo1e<I. 

ANACONDA WOllKS, SALFORD, J, LAHCS. 
. 

1...,.,._ : Tolqro,,.,·: 
lllAC:ICAUNIS 1101 (I II-) " NIACONOA " MAHCHESTEll. 

-------1 

years ago--as many of them were-they 

to-day functioning with consistent efficiency. 

SAFETYLYTE (Patent No. 313248) is the Tudor 

Emergency Lighti11g System, which is auto

matic and i11Stamaneous ill operation. it is 

i11Stallcd i11 thousands of schools, hospital.•, 

factories and other large buildings. 

an� 

WTJ8/44 

·TENAPI.AS 
0lectrical insulation 

TENAPLAS LTD., 7 PARK LANE, LONDON, W.I 

I 

I 
\ 
f 
1· 

I 
i 
I 
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Contractors for 

the manufacture, laying and mai.n

tenance of Submarine and Land 

Cabl�s for Telegraphy, Telephony 

and the Electric Transmission of 

Power, for the erection and main

tenance of Overland Telegraph, 

Telephone _and Power Transmission 

Lines, Marine Wireless Telegraph 

and Telephone Installations, Public 

and Private Telephone Exchanges 

a n d  C a r r i e r  Equ ipment for 

Telephone Lines. 

Manufacturers of 
Electric Lamps of all · types for 
Domestic, Industrial and Street 
Lighting, including "Sieray" Electric 
Discharge Lamps, FluorescentTubes, 
Motor Car Lamps, Projectors, etc. 

vii 
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The War has not been allowed to interfere with Ericsson quality .. ." 
our telephone apparatus remains at that peerless efficiency that 

ensures trouble-free service. ERICSSON TELEPHONES LIMITED, 

56, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C. 2. (Tel.: HOLborn 6936.) 

• • r 



Q.2.B Machine. This 
is the original Q.2, 
but redesigned, giving 
full protection to all 
slides, lead screw, etc. 
New type gear box 

enlarged and 
strengthened. 

ix 

REGISTER.ED TRADE MAR.< 

QUART� 
CUTTING 
MACHINES 
LIGHT & HEAVY DUTY MACIIlNES 
HAVEBEENRE-DESIGNED&IMPROVED 
LATEST DEVELOPMENT, HAND AND 

AUTOMATIC NOTCHING MAC� 
· · DETAILS ARE NOW AV All.ABLE 

Cutting can now be 
carried out in a totally 
enclosed clear ·view 
splash guard enclosing 
the whole table. There 
are other new and 
interesting features too 
-details on request. 

-CAPLIN ENGINEERING CO. LTD. 

25 years of servi�e to the engineering 
and allied trades. 

Well over one thousand " CAPCO " 

machines in use to-day, lncluding hun

dreds of special machines and apparatus. 

"CAPCO" is synonymous with accuracy. 

Designers and manufacturers of Copco Sound·on·Film 
recorders and equipment. Copco built recorders are In use 
at Elstree. Pathe News and Universal Talking News. etc. 
Patentees and manufacturers of Copco Enamelled Wire 
Cleaning machines. 

BEACONSFIELD RI? WILLESDEN, LONDON, N.W.10 
Sole Agents : CAPCO (Sales) LTD. Telephone : Wlllesden 0067-8 

�-
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THE BRIDGE-MEG TESTING SET used by the British Post Office is a 
portable, self -contained instrument combining the functions of an Insulation 
Tester and a Wheatstone Bridge; it can be used for fault location by the 
Varley Loop method. Facilities can also be provided whereby, with the use �f 
an external galvanometer and resistance box, the instrument may be used for 
making Murray Loop tests. Insulation range 100 megohms at 500 volts. Bridge 
range 0·01 to 999,900 ohms. Size 7 x8! x12 ins. Weight 12! lbs. Mains operated 
instraments are. also supplied to the British Post Office. Ask for list X 267. 

EVERSHED & VIGNOLES LTD., CHISWICK, LONDON, W.4 
TELEPHONE: CHISWICK 1370 * TELEGRAMS: "MEGGER" CHISK, LONDON 
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�The best 

of prophets 

of the fUture 

is the past'-BYRON. 

BEHIND Alton stationa1·y batteries stands a great tradition 

of painstaking effort and progressive improvement.. To".'day 

the result is reflected by the high standard of performance 

of Alton. batteries in Po\Vet• Houses,. Telephone Exchanges 

and Broadcasting Stations. Because Alton prac�ce is rooted. 

in such fine tradition, to-morrow Alton. batteries will he 

chosen for the maintenance of power supply in vital 

installations. 

ALTON 
BATTERIES OF MERIT 

• 

THE ALTON BATTERY COMPANY LIMITED 
(Sole Suppllcn of FULLER Stationary Batteries) 

ALTON, HANTS 

• 

Phone: Alton 2267 and 2268 Grams: • Bat1cey, Ah on·. 
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MAINTAINING EFFICIENCY 

THE HIGH STANDARD OF EFFICIENCY 

OF PIRELLI - GENERAL TELEPHONE 

CABLES IS MAINTAINED BY THE 

CONTINUOUS RESEARCH WORK OF 

AN EXPERIENCED TECHNICAL STAFF. 

CABLE WORKS, Ltd., SOUTHAMPTON. 

We make Ersin Multicoi:e Solder Wire as 
fine as 22 S.W.G. (.028 in.) and it has three 
cores of Ersin Flux throughout a continuous 
length of one mile. We mention 22 S.W.G. 
to emphasise the !act that, 'i! the three 
cores of flux are always there in this fine 
gauge, then they are certainly present in 
the more commonly used larger gauges-
13 to 18 S.W.G. Use Ersin Multicore and 

and the Three Cores 

of Flux are there 

l. You need not worry whether or not the 
flux is present. 3 cores ensure it. 

Z. You get Ersin Flux-the fastest action, 
non-corrosive, safety flux (approved by 
A.I.D. and G.P.O.) which speeds up 
soldering and obviates " H.R." or " dry " 
joints. 

If you are enga11ed on Government contracts, 
write for technical information and samples. 

The Solder Wi:te with 3 Corea or Non-Corroaivo Ersia Flux. 

TELECRAM9 
"PICEJCAY&L 

SOtrrnA.\U"TON. -

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD .. COMMONWEALTH HOUSE. NEW OXFORD ST.. LONDON, V/.C.I. Tel: CHAn.cery 517112 
---- ----· --- ---�-
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